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DAILY REGISTER.
PAD, Aka, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 8. 1905. VOL 22, NO. 111A TERRIBLE WRECK1
Collision of Two Trains On
Obion River Bridge.
WRECK OF ENGINES, CARS
AND PART OF BRIDGE.
Four Lives Are Lost, While Four






A. H. WILLIAMSON, Engineer,
Memphis. Tenn.




JAMES LEWIS, colored, brake-
man, Memphis, Tenn.
Seriously Injured.
Engineee J. T. Armstrong, Padu-
cah, Ky.
Fireman W. F. Stephenson, Mem-
phis, Tenn.
Flagman S. H. Cook, Fulton, Ky.
Alonzo Utley, Ft. Worth, Texas,- stealing a ride on train.
Yesterday evening shortly after 6
•o'clock there was brought to this city
aboard a special train of engine and
cabocse, three of the parties who
were injured in the fearful train wreck
yesterday morning at 3 o'clock a
short distance from Obion, Tenn.,
which w ts mile, below Fulton on
the Memphis division of the Illinois
Central railroad. Those brought in
were taken to the railroad hospital
for treatment, and consisted of Flag-
man S. H. Cock, of Fulton, who was
aboard freight train No. 184, north-• O bound, Fireman W. F. Stephenson,
of Memphis, who was on No. 1134,A
and Alonzo Utley, the tramp of Fort
Worth. Tex., who wan stealing a
ride when the horrible disaster hap-pened They composed all of the in-
jured with the exception of Engineer
a„ J. T. Armstrong, of this city, who* was left at Obion, on account of the
physicians not deeming it advisable
to move him right away. He has no
broken lesnes, but the doctors fear
he woe injured internelly.
Fireman Stephenson jumped from
his engine. No. 598, which was pull-
ing the northbound freight, No. IN.and escaped with only a few seversbruises.
Fireman Cook, of Mo. 184, was oathe engine also, and he leaped with
1 the result that only a severely sprain-ed ankle was the extent of his hurts..Utley was the worst injured oi thetrio, his right ankle being very badly
broken.
The bodies of Engineer A. H. Wil-
liamson, of KA . 184, from Memphas,
Firernafi W. E. Smith, of No. let, htBardwell, and Brakeman Noah Mc-Fadden. of No. to; of this city, arestill under the debris at the scene ofthe disaster, but vapek of rescuingthem was going on all of last even-ing and prabably they We bfen.gist-ten oat by early ohm pmening. Theonly body recovered last night was
Brakeman James Lewis, colored, ofMemphis, whoa was on No. 184.
How Collitiou Occurred.
Freight train No, it was soeth-hound out of this 'city with Conduc-tor Starr Milam in charge. He isthe sorein-law of Col, Richard Cald-well, the real 'stake dealer, and INAof the late Dr. M. G. Milam. ' Hehad Engineer J. T. Armstrong, ofTwenty-fourth and Bmactseagoof; thiscity in charge of engine NO. 722,which was pulling his freight train.Train No. 184 was the second. ec-tion, and coming north towards Pa-ducah out of Memphis. ConductorC. M. Bean had charge with Engin-eer A. H. Williamson and FiremanW. F. Stephenson, both of Mernphis,in charge of the engine No. 598,which was pulling the cars. FiremanW. E. Smith was with Engineer Armstrong on the train out of here in-charge of Conductor Milam, but the• 0 fireman's home was in Bardwell, Ky.Conductor Milam's train bed or-ders to stop at Obion so as to let No.tRa get by her, coming north. WhenObion was reached the telegraph op-erator gave No. Iv the signal, show-ing that the next block of the signale system was clear and no train in it.This had nothing to do with matters,however, as No. ist ehould havestopped there according to orders towait for No. 184. When EngineerArmstrong' went on by the station,Conductor Milam thought he yeas justgoing on to the other, eni thesidetrack, stop and track in letNo. 184 by. When the end M the
sidetrack 'wee reached and EngineerArmstrong did not stop, ConductorMilam realized the engineer had overlooked his orders. The condectorwas in the caboose and immediatelystarted his flagman across the too ofthe train with itietructions to tut theair so as to bring the string of carsto a standstill. The flagman hadgone only three car lengths when thefearful collision happened, the twotrains meeting right on the longbridge just beyond Obion. The flagman going over the cars was thrownabout loos -feet, but fortunately didnot have any bones broken beingonly painfully bruised. I. •
There was another freight UAW tominutes :behind that of CondttorMilan and the latter realiiznif itshould be stopped immediately toprevent crashing into the wr kecars, jumped from h:s caboose,rushed back to the Obion teleoperator, ordered him to quicklygraph the operator next- downline, to hold the oncoming -r*ht.The Obion „operator was shakinglike an aseaen leaf and so nervous hecould not telegraph, so grabbing alantern Conductor Milan rushed backup the track as far as possible to-wards Fulton, and flagged down theother freight just in time to pry,yeata second collision. Conductor* Illfilanthen hastened back to his own wreck-ed tran, and with the balance of thecrew commenced trying to save theinjured and dead.
Crushed Into a Mass,
A view of the wreck showed thatwhen the two engines came tootherthey reared up and plunged ovegontothe deep ravine running underfleati,carrying with them the human freightaboard, also habout one dozen feeightand ertreity coal cars. Some of theengineers, firemen and flagmen hadjumped, while others kept at theirpost, and all were earned down inthe conglomerated heap.
The wreck happened just 7 minutesbefore 3 o'clock, and the survivorso,began chopp'nse into the wreck forthe bodies of the dead and injured.
Engineer Armstrong was the only r at Jefferson, St. Charles andono caught by the debries who was St John parishes. Like Providencenot killed outright. He was down and Tallulah have each establishedunderneath freight cars that were two hospitals, One for blacks and thepiled up all around him, and it took other for whites, and assistance is contwo solid hours of continual chop- stantly going forward to them. Inping to get an opening through the both townie screening and fumigating behind the City Hall a small shed to
wreckage sufficiently large to pull bodies have been organized, and a keep city wagons and carts under-
him out Finally he was rescued and systematic fight against the diseaseexamination showed that no bones has begun. neath same, andethis matter was rewere broken,Zut he may be internally The local business situation is 
ferred to Itrigineer Washington, who
has to pass on the character of all
injured. He wat taken to a residence .steadily improving In spite of the buildings erected inside the fire limits
there at °berm, where yesterday. his 'qt•arantines August statistics of the before • he issues a permit for the
wife and child went down to join railroads make a gratifying showing.him.
Late yesterday afternoon a speciel 
A Nest of Cases.
train of engine and caboose was slide
A steaup, with Engineer Heat hcoc rtge story comes from St.Conductor Milan in charge. Will-h Rime, La. There has been a nest ofthe caboose was placed Utley Cook yellow fever there among the Italian, and Stephenson, the Injured m ‘1 ,1 colony. Fifty cases have occurred tobrought here. The train left yi,„ date with eight deaths. The Italiansbetween 3 and 4 o'clock and got. here have been in the habit of buryinga little after 6 o'clock last evening. their dead ae soon as life appeared toIt opoped et Ekventb and Broadway be extinct. One of their number ap-wilco Me railroad hospital •arnbu- pareotly died and hasty preparationslance "et it, and carried the injured were being made for his intermentout to the institution for treatesent. %hen a physician appeared on theWhen the .spee-al bound for here scene and discovered life still exist-lett the scene of the wreck those re- cnt in the bihdy. Today the man isnetining there were working hard improving.trying to find the bodies of the deadmen pinioned underneath the fearful
pile of debris-, and early this morning
reports came that some of them had
been found.
Bodies Under the Wreck.
Out of those killed the body of
Brakeman James Lewis, colored, of
Memphis, was the only one found
yesterday. It was still at Obion lastnight awaiting clainuocy by relatives
who will take same back to thvBluffCity for burial.
Brakeman Nosh McFadden wasamong the dead. He lives at 1319Madison street, this city, and was
woiting on Coedit-tor Milan's .ti'iiti'His son Perry McFadden went '0*yesterday to bring up theremairts as
soon as they are recovered fronAaihe
wreckage.
When the trains came together on
the bridge seven sections df the
structure gave way and completely
stopped traffic over same. The wreck -
Cleveland, 0., Sept. 7.—WI. A.
in crew is now working supon the
Structure and prospects are it will be Ilawgceid & Co., owners of thesteamer Iosco, which foundered in
MARSH m0sQuiT0ITHEy MUST Go ON t" buildings can be put on side-
tat h mater al for construction or re-
I




Yellow Fever Situation Is Improving
in the City, but Disconcerting
Elsewhere.
SttiBASE STILL HAS STRONGHOLD AT MANY POINTS.
Aldermen Concur In Coun- Lire subjects the effender to a fine offrom *5 to $10.cil's Street Order. I Accord ng to the ordinance given
NEW WORK TO BE 
.
PUSAED TILL WINTER
Ordinance to Prevent Making of




New Orleans, Sept. 7.—Millions of
the marsh mosquitoes which descend-
ed pot4 New Orleans last night and
nude life miserable for several hours
disappeared today. They left a large
representation behind them, but it
was expected that they, too, would
soon leave. Having striped legs, the
public promptly concluded that the
irseet was the stegomyia, and its ap-
pearance caused something of a panic
but the scientists quickly pointed out
that it' had a brown, instead of a
striped body, and was, therefore,
harmless, except that it's sting was
painful. The insect is known as the
solicitans mosquito. It was driven
irto the city by the heavy rains and
The aldermen at last night's session
concurred in the 'action of the coun-
cil in refusing to let the bitulithic
people suspend operations on Ken-
tucky avenue and Jefferson street re-
construction work and wait until next
spring before taking matters up
again. The upper board ordered that
things proceed like intended and the
work be pushed forward as late as
possible in the season.
Ali the aldermen were present for
the session which continued from be-
fore 8 o'clock until after to o'flock.
Mayor Yeiser asked the members
to refer to the finance committee the
matter of selling about twelve acres
of surplus ground the city owns out
about the pesthouse behind the ceme.winds of the past few days. tery. Former Mayor James Langwants to buy the land and for thisNo Material Change. " purpose the finance committee wasThe yellow fever situation showed prdered to confer with him.no material change today, steady im- The counclimanie action was hearti-nt being shown in the city, ly concurred in wherein the board ofe country situation is dis_ public works and City Engineerg as to some sections, the Washington were ordered to makee apparently having got a arrangements for creation of a newtig hold at Tallulah and Lake sanitary sewerage district, to includevidence and being still severe in that portioniof the city bounded by
Kentucky avenue, Trimble street,Ninth and Fountain avenue. Theyare to peeper the ordinances, draw-ings, and all other matters incidentalto the addition to the original dis-
trict. s
The board of works wants to build
1MOO110411.111
Dr. Warner has succeeded in ar-ranging for ,meetings at practically
all the factories in New Orleans. Durmg the next ten daps Dr. Warner andProf. Boyce will make daily\visits to
the factories addressing the workmen
on the necessity of co-operating withthe authorities.
A complete new draft has beenmade of the screening ordinance, andit will be passed by the city councilto take the place of the temporarymeahure that was enacted into a lawupon the first appearance of the le-vee. Time will be given until Febru-
j for the screening of cisternsOfh wire.
FIVE BODIES ARE
WASHED ASHORE
Life Preservers Had Name of Lost
Steamer on Them.
this afternoon late or tonight ,before
it is gotten into shape sufficieet for
resumption of trains back and forth
over it. Pending this alb freights and
passengers going that way are sent
round from Fulton over towards
Jackson or Milon, Tenn., and detour-
ed in that manner on south, while
those coming north are handlied in
the same manner
Immediately after the wreck yes-
terday morning werd came hats that
Engineer Armstrong and Conductor
Milan were both killed, but this prov-
ed erroneous, much to the delight of
their score of frends.
The loss from a monetary stand-
point will be up in the thousands of
dollars, as ,the engines crashed into
each other with great force and were
nearly torn to pieces, while the
feseeht and coal cars were splintereds
This is the Most seirout wreck that
has happened on the Illinois Central'
J
the regent heavy storm on Lake Su-perior, today received a telegramfrom Marquette, ialhch., saying thatthe bodies of four men and one wo-man have been washed ashore at Pineriver, with life preservers attached tothem, bearing the name "Iosco."The total number of lives lost inthe Lake Superior storm is nowplaced at forty.
for many months, because installa-tion of the block signal system overthe different divisions has reducedcollisions to a minimum and notmuch trouble has occurred of recentnt, catastrophies of this horrible
toluctor Milan has been proenot-o a passenger run down aboutphis, but was waiting until the
feeler' scare is over beforeg charge of same.
'dhos
construction of same,
There was tabled the proposition to
build a fill so there could be opened
a new street leading over from WestTennessee street to where the new
box factory is being erected near theUnion depot. The aldermen took theposit:on that the expense necessary
could not be incurred just for the
sole purpose of benefitting only thenew box factory.
There was received and filed the
beard of work' Z' communication stat-ing that the county authorities wouldnot co-operate with the city officialsin experimenting with the use of oil
on the streets for preservation of thegravel.
City Solicitor Campbell was given
the papers served on Mayor Yeiser,showing that S. M. Smith had again
sued the city for damages account
injuries received by falling from a
snow plow last winter while employ-
ed by the municipality.
The sinking fund commissioners
reported $13,333.92 in that deposit,
and their statement was tiled.
The bit% held against the city
were allowed, as were the salaries of
the difterent officials and employes.
A balance is now in the city treas-
ury of $131,571.91, according to the
statement filed by the finance com-
mittee.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
was made collector of delinquent poll
taxes, and will be liven fifty per cent
of what he receipts for.
It was ordered that hereafter
Treasurer Dorian write out the
checks for paymept of bills held
against the ,city, and also those for
salaries of officials and employes.
Heretofore the clerk has made out
these documents, but Clerk Bailey
claims it is the work of the city
treasurer, and the latter was ordered
to do it. The clerk will only attest
the treasureA1 signature.
The sum of $6.5o was allowed the
Seagrave company for supplies at the
fire department.
Back to the board of works was
referred the ordinance calling for
five foot concrete sidewalks on Jeffer-
son from Fourteenth to Eighteenth
streets. Some want six foot walks,
and to settle the matter the question
goes back again.
Final adoption was given the ordi-
nance providing that nobody shall let
slops or other liquids run out into
the public highways, that no filth or
trash shall be deposited in streets or
alleys, and that vehicles shall not un-
necessarily stand on the highways
either day or night, if they obstruct
the throughfares. She bill provides
second adoption a dine of $io will be
assessed against ,any unauthorized
oe-reou who uses or makes a seal pur-
port.ag to be the official seal of the
City of Paducah.
The dealers doing nothing but a
strict retail coal busness will here-
after have to pay only $25 yearly
license, so declared the ordinance
given second passage, while those
coal dealers handling hay, feed or
lime as a side line, will have to pay
$35 annually, for the combined. usi-
ness. Heretofore $35 has. had to be
paid by those handling coal alone,
but the distinction is now made by
the new bill.
The Illinois Central wants to run
a switch track from their main line
at Ninth and Harrison down Harri-
son towards Eighth for benefit of
the Hardy Buggy factory going up
there. Permission to do this was
given through an ordinance that was
given second adoption.
In their efforts to put the .city in
good, sanitary condition the board of
health had presented an ordinance
stipulating that everybody using out-
of-door water closets on their rear
premises should place underneath the
seat a wooden box to catch the of-
fal and these boxes be emptied at
least once every, two weeks, or soon-
er if ordered by the health authori-
ties. The aldermen passed the meas-
ure back to the board though for re-
vision. It provides a fine of $5 :for
anyone Violating the bill.
Permission was given for 750 yards
of dirt to be taken from Jefferson
street, when re-construction of that
thoroughfare is started, AO be cart-
ed down to Riverside hbspital and
dumped in the low parts of the
ground, so as to fill them up..."
The water company filed notice that
it had made extensions to its system
by laying pipes on Bernheim avenue
from Twelfth to Thirteenth, and on
Thirteenth from Bernheim to Faxon
There was rejected the request of
Twelfth and Salem avenue people
that an electric arc light be placed at
that corner. The city's power house
machinery cannot give electricity for
any more lights at present.
Chief James Collins, of the police
force, reported that during August
he collected $909.50 in fines and for-
feitures.
City Electrician Gilsdorf informed
the aldermen in his monthly report
of wire inspections, that he had been
compelled to cut wires running into
certain buildings supplied with elec-
tricity, because the parties would not
repair the connections and displace
the danger of bad connections.
Wednesday night the council re-
fused to take up and-pass, because of
errors in drawing up the bill, the or-
dinance providing for renewal of the
ferryboat franchise owned by Owen
Brothers, to operate the Bettie Owen
between here and Brookport, Ill.
The aldermen ordered that the ordi-
nance committee immediately take up
the matter, get the ordinance up in
good shape and have it back right
quick for adoption so as to not incon
renience the Messrs. Owen, whose
old franchise expires this month.
Looking towards getting the ordi-
nance in condition, the mayor noti-
fied the committee to meet next Man
day night for this purpose, at which
time Captain Owen will be with
them. At this session many other
dtferred ordinances will be revised
and gotten into shape for proper pre
ieetation and action.
City Assessor Dick's appointment
se Dick Holland as his deputy, was
ratified by the aldermen.
Engineer Washington wa• ordered
to give John V. Grief a permit to
erect a corrugated iron building at
316 Washington street, if the engin-
eer did not think the structure con-
flicted with the ordinances as re-
gards material to be used for build-
inas  complaint The of Minnie Russell
and James Bulger was referred tothe board of supervisors, they claim-
ing their real estate had been errone-ously assessed for city tax purposes.
The finance committee was empOw
ered to buy, if they thought neces-
sary, a huge typewriter to be used
for copying on big record books in
the office of City Clerk Henry Bai-ley.
The board of works was authorized
te look into the question of paving
with brick the alley which enters be-
hind Jones' hardware store on Ken-
tucky avenue between Second and
Third streets and coming aroundopens on Second beside the Engtert
& Bryant grocery.
It was ordered that the city solici-tor bring in an ordinance, extending
the boundaries inside of which` frame
(Continued on Fifth °Page.) ,
BENTON SCORCHED
Quite a Disastrous Blaze
There Last Night.
FIRE STARTED IN GROCERY
AND SPREAD RAPIDLY.





A disastrous fire for such a smallplace visited Benton last night, andfor a while it looked as if the entirebusiness portion of the city would bewiped out. The fire had gotten agood stall when detected and thestrong wind blowing teat a dangerousaspect to the already grave situation,as all the structures in the vicintywere in dire danger of total destruc-tion at a big loss. As it was the lossnow is about $12,000 with not muchinsurance, The places burned wereWill Cole's livery stable, FayetteCornwell's restaurant, Johnson &Bearden's grocery. H. B. Inman'sgrocery and restaurant, the postoffice„and Nfrs. Henry Go' s residence. 
About 9 o'clock the fire broke outin the Johnson & alehkrden establhh-ment, and had gotn a good head-
way when discoverhd. There is ncr
fire protection at Benton except bythe bucket brigade, and for quite awhile their efforts were futile to-wards extinguishing the conflagara-eon. The strong wind constantly
blew and gradually the blaze spread
until there was destroyed the build-
ings tnentioned.
Wien the flames was at its height
and it looked as if everything in. that
vicinity would go, Chief James
Woods, of the fire department here,
was telephoned to bring down some
of the engines and fire-fighting ap-
paratus. A special train for trans-
portation of the outfit was made
ready by the N. C. and St. L.. rail-
toad authorities, but shortly wore
came help was not needed.
Mr. Coles had a fine ?Tame livery
stable that he only recently com-
pleted at a cost of about $1,500. It
was totally destroyed as was the
feed stuff he had inside, while the
horses and vehicles were saved. Coles
had about $1,400 insurance.
Judge Robert Shemwell and Law-
yer hfike Oliver owned the other
buildings, all of which were frame,
and were occupied by Cornwell, John-
son & Bearden, Inman. and the post-
office. Their loss is pretty heavy as
it is learned that they did not have
very much insurance. r
'Johnson elt Bearden carried a good
sized stock, but it could not be learn-
ed to what extent they were protected
with insurance. The Inman stock
was not eery big, neither were the
restaurant effects of Cornwell. About
everything,nleesleNed out of the post-
office.
The residence of Mrs. Goff was of
frame construction and quite a nice
one. It ts believed she had about
$1.000 insustlesee/,.,Reports O 
i 
nto Renton are that
things were vehY 'serious for a while,
and it looked as if everything in that
irneighborhood t go. but every-
body turned with their Tro-
jan-like work 'Wnal•ly succeeded in
getting the fire demon/ender control
about tt o'clock.
WILL TOUR FEUD DISTRICTS
The Salvation Army Offscials Coming
to Kentucky.
Cleveland-, 0., Sept. 7.—Col. Holz.
of the Salvation Army, announced
upon his return from a visit to New
York that Comtnandgi, Eva Booth
would make a tour of the feud dis-
trict in Kentucky id, company with
the Salvation Miley officials next
spring. The visit will be similar to
that of two years ago by Salvation
Army soldiers, which was in charge
of Col. Holz. The coming trip is
planned to cover more territory and
to consume a longer period of time.
GIVES BIRTH TO
FIVE CHILDREN
Fort Worth, Tex., Sept. 7—Mrs.
John Jackson, of **city, gave birth
to five girl babie4-V1 of whom are
living. The heaviest weighs five
pounds. The mother is seventeen
and the father nineteen years old.
ALFONSO TO MARRY,
Paris, Sept. 7.—A dispatch from
Madrid states that, despite denials,
it is probable that Wing Alfonso will
marry Princess Eugenie of Batten-.






ase of Rule Neece Sub-
mitted Yesterday at Noon
COURT'S TWO PANELS
"TIED OUT" ON CASES
Grand Jury Returned Several More
Bills Yesterday Against The
Jail Birds.
JUDGE REED WILL
CLEAR DOCKET IF POSSIBLE
As yet the jury has not returned a
verdict in the murder charge against
Rufe Nee-cc, colored, although they
have had the proceeding since yes-
terday moraing  „alsortly _before noon
in the circuit court. Not having
reached a conclusion of the charge
by 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon,
Judge Reed ordered them hekl to-
gether, as is necessary in all murder
cases, until this morning. They
spent last night at the Palmer in
charge of Deputy Sheriff Lyon, who
has had the jurors' since they nook
up the matter Wednesday morning.
Neece is the negro charged with
killing Jesse Ingram, also colored, in
the Oaks neighborhood, as the result
of a quarrel they had because Neece
made Ingram pay admission to get
in a little social going on.
The other regular jury is out with
the case charging the Evansvillle
Brewing Association with furnishing
liquor to a minor. The similar
charge aganst Agent Dick Calissi, of
that brewery, was dismIsed.
These two juries being out with
cases the panels were exhausted so
Judge Reed empaneled a third jury
from bystanders in order to get as
many cases tried as possible in con-
tinuing his determination to clear
the docket off in his usual expediti-
ous manner. This third , jury is now
hearing the case that charges Sam
Liebel with renting a house for baw-
d) purposes. Dora Blanchard occu-
pies the house at Ninth and Wash-
ington streets.
There was dismissed the indict-
ment charging Armour Gardner with
renting a house for bawdy purposes.
The following disposition was
made of cases charging the parties
with selling cigarette tobacco and
material to minors: Henry Grace,
fined $3; P. E. Stutz, fined $5 each in
two cases, and dismissed in three oth
er charges.; Kenny Murray, fined $5
in one case; J. C. Lindsay, Dick Ash-
brook and Wheeler Houser were dis-
missed of the charges against them
in this connection. .The law prevents
dealers from aelling cigarettes or the
material therefor to minors.
There was dismissed the bill charg-
ing Clarence Emery and Sam Wat-
son with furnishing liquor to a minor.
The Paducah Distilleries company
was fined $50 and cosies for selling
liquor to a minor.
Lucille Thompson .was assessed
Us for conducting a bawdy house on
West Court street.
For trespassing upon the property
of others, Will McClure was fined
$25.
Batch of Bills.
The grand jury yesterday brought
in four indictments, the only ones
since court commenced, with the ex-
ception of that single one Wednesday
against Porter Hart, colored, for
killing Douglas Merriweather out in
the county.
A111100 those yesterday was one
against Ed Marable, the negro who 41
charged with betting the head of Wal
ter Brown, colored, into a jelly near
Eighth and Burnett streets, one night
several months ago because Brown
would not give him money with
which to buy whisky. Marable is
accused of using a fence paling in
committing the crime. Brown died
in about six hours at the city hospi-
tal. The case was set for trial on
the ninth day of the term.
Leander Donald, negress, was in-
dicted for alleged grand larceny. She
is the woman at whose home was re-
covered the several hundred dollars'
worth of clothing and wearing ap-
parel .stolen from the residence of
RV. W: W. Armstrong, of the Trim-
ble street Mlethodist church, several
months ago. 'She lives on Burnett
street near Eleventh. This case was
set for trial tomorrow.
For today was set the trial of the
indictment brought in against Sherley
Hughes charged with obtaining mon-
ey under false pretenses. It is said
that Hughes took a' bicycle belonging
to Ernest Wilkins, and carrying it to
Hugh Grider, sold it to the latter for
$2 by claiming the wheel TIFIL4 his
property.
Ed Hampton, colored, was indicted
the charge of stealing from the
is Central railroad 190 pounds of
wire and 220 pounds of cop-
Is, all worth about $6o. It
that Hampton stole the
Fulton, Hickman and











city where it w
Illinois Central f
bills of lading bein
person of Hampton, w
asp by the police Is a sus
aoter while lounging around "900."
City Jailer's Case.
The city yesterday filed a motion
before Judge Reed asking that he dis
solve the writ of prohibition he is-
sued preventing the municipal alder-
men from trying the impeachment
charges filed some weeks since against
City Jailer Thomas Evitts because
of the assault the latter committed
upon Patrolman Samuel Beadles. The
city wants the charges aired, but the
court decides the aldermen have
nothing to do whatever in the premi-
ses, as the assault liar, nothing to do
with Evitts' official duties, for which
he can only be impeached by an of-
ficial board. Judge Reed indicated
yesterday that he would not dissolve
the writ, which means the motion
will have to be appealed. Eviets'
case is now pending before the grand
jury he having been held to that body
in the police court on the warrant
charging him with assault with intent
to kill Officer Beadles.
Civil Actions.
James P. Holt filed a special de-
murrer in the suit of Felix Rudolph
and Cecil Reed, receivers of the Peo-
ple's Home Purchasing company,
against W. B. Smith and others, for
recovery of money equal to the
amount of _stock these parties held in
the company.
Lawyer Albin Barkley was appoint-
ed a committee to make settlement
with Lizzie Leonard, who is commit-
tee for Mary Kreamer.
An answer was filed in the pro-
ceeding wherein S. M. Smith sues the
city of Paducah for injuries received
by falling from a snow plow last
winter while Smith was in the em-
pioy of the city and was working with
the plow cleaning snow from Third
street.
The plaintiff asked the court to re-
quire defendant to verify its answer
ia the suit of Randolph Seavy Is.
the Illinois Central railroad.
None Yet Chosen.
As yet the lawyers on each side
.have not reached an agreement as to
what special judge shall try the suit
of Joe Smith against his brother,
James P. Smith and others, wherein
plaintiff seeks to set aside a deed in
which Joe Smith transferred to his
father, the late Captain Smith, his in-
terest in property.
MITTIMUS HERE
JUDGE DID NOT HAVE TIME
TO WAIT FOR PA-
PERS.
Documents Come For Commitment
of Charles Fulks—Judge Light-
foot Ill at Horns Again.
Jailer Fayatte Jones has received
by mail from County Judge J. C.
Dean, of Hickman county, the mitti-
mus for commitment to the local
county jail of Charles Fulks, alias
James Haile, the negro boy charged
with assaulting Mks. Sweezy, of that
county, several days ago. When
Fulks was arrested the mob made it
so hot that he had to be broukht over
here in a buggy, therefore there was
no time for papers to be issued for
him. Sheriff Evans lodged him in
jail here and now the papers come
along by mail. Fulks claims he is
not the guilty party.
Judge W.
County Judge Richard Lightfoot
was yesterday unable to be at his
office on account of illness, which
kept him at their home on West Jeff-
erson street. He came back from the
springs hit Sunday feeling good and
it is not thought a relapse of any
;mature could occur now. He has not
been in the best of health all summer.
Property Changed Hands.
Mary Noble Sanders has sold to
the City of Paducah for $517.5o prop-
erty lying on the south side of West
Broadway at about Fifteenth street.
The city bought the land from her so
Fifteenth street could be opened
through same over towards Kentucky
avenue.
Property in Afton Heights .was
bought from Rose Robertson by
James C. Utterback for $75.
RURAL ROUTES IN KENTUCKY
State Has 580 in Operation, With
Petitions for 193 Pending.
Washington, Sept. 7.—A bulletin
issued yesterday by the postoffice de-
partment shows that on September
there were 580 rural routes in opera-
tion in Kentucky, and 193 petitions
for additional routes were pending.
The Eleventh is the only district in
Kentucky that has no rural routes,
and twenty petitions from that dis-
trict are pending, seven having
been, rejected. In the country at
large 32,927 rural routes were in op-
eration September 1, with 4,780 peti-
tions pending. Kentucky ranks s,even-
teenth in the Union in the number of
its rural routes, Illinaa leading, with
Indiana, Iowa and Ohio each having
over 2,000 routes.
Dr. David E. Salmon, chief of the
bureau of animal industry, depart-
ment of agriculture, has tendered his
resignation, to take effect immediately
upon the appointment of his success-
Of.
•
1 Another Wife Boater Soaked.Bud Anderson was fined $30 andColas by Justice Young yesterday be-
cause he whipped his wife in the
"Canaan" section of Mechanicsburg
some days since. - •
INTO NASHVILLE
The I. C. R. R. Is to Go Over
the Tennessee Central.
FRONT LEASE OF LINE
HAS BEEN EFFECTED
While There is Only a Newspaper
Declaration of the Deal it is
Doubtless Correct.
THE TRANSFER IS TO OCCUR
WITHIN THREE MONTHS
Second Vice 'President J. T. Hara-
han and his son, Fourth Vice Presi-
dent William Harahan, of the Ilhin-
ois Central railroad, arrived in this
city yesterday afternoon on a special
train from Hopkinsville and Evans-
ville, where they have been inspect-
ing the divisions of their road run-
ning into those places. They were
met here•by the local authorities, and
attaching their private coach on to
the south-bound passenger train that.
goes through here at 6:3o o'clock
they proceeded on to Fulton. It is
more than probable that they will
proceed on to Obion also and see
the wreck which yesterday tore up
things there so bad and kilred four
people.
The two high authorities for the
Illinois Central remained here only
a few moments and they could not be
seen regarding the reported lease the
I. C. and outhern have gotten of the
Tennessee Central railroad, but their
presence around here adds to the re-
port. Dispatches sent out from Nash-
ville, Tenn., yesterday morning stat-
ed as follows:
"It was semi-officially announced
here today that the Tennessee Cen-
tral railroad has been leased for a
term of ninety-nine years to the
Southern railway and the Illinois
Central, and that those roads will en-
ter Nashville by that route nothin
three months. Under the terms of
the deal the Illinois Central is to Wee
over the branch of the Tennessee
Central from Nashville to Hopkins-
yule, Ky., and the Southern is to
take the main line and branches east
from Nashville to Harrman Junction.
A terminal company is being organiz-
ed to control the terminals of the
Tennessee Central here, including
about twelve miles of track. The
terminal stock is equally divided be-
tween the two roads •
"The Tennessee Central is the
property of St. Louis parties, most of
who& are officers or directors in the
'Frisco system, sand it has been un-
derstood for some time date Central
would go to that road. Since the
building of the Cincinnati-Atlanta
line of the Louisville and Nashville
botVthe Southern and the Illinois
Cenfial were abont to lose valuable
patronage in the Southeast. By ac-
quiring the Tennessee Central the
Illinois Ceniral gets an outlet to the
southeast territory of the Louisville
and Nashville.
"The Tennessee Central road was
completed last year. TO. main line,
which is to go to the Southern, in
165 miles, and the Hopkinsville line,
which goes to the Illinois Central, is
eighty-five miles. The Southern also
gets forty-seven miles of. branches.
Property to the value of over $100.-
000 has been purchased by the com-
pany here this week for the purpose
o fextending the terminals."
Denial From Mr. Fish.
New York, Sept. 7.—Stuyvesant
Fish, president of the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad, said this morning,
through Manager Barry, to a repre-
sentative of the press.
"If the Tennessee Central has been
purchased by the Southern and Illin-
ois Central we know nothing of it,
and we'd know all about it if such a
thing had occurred. We hear of ru-





fim Mobley "Butted" in When Con-
stable Made Arrests and Gets
Dosed With Fine.
Yesterday Justice Jesse Young
tried the breach of the peace charge
against Tim Mobley and fined him
$2.50 and costs.
It seems that several days ago
Constable A. C. Shelton arrested the
two boys of John Hendrick, of Me-
chanicsburg, for cutting Charles Mob-
ley, who is a brother of Tim -Mob-
ley. While the constable had the
young fellows in charge Tim Mob-
ley came over and commenced abus-
ing old than Hendrick and others,
and for this the constable had him
arrested also.
Jeffries agrees to referee the Britt-




- - 1Northwestern Portion of the
City Gets Sevier System.
WILL TAKE TWO
YEARS TO COMPLETE
New Territory Includes Kentucky




The people residing out on West
Broadway, Jefferson, Monroe and
other streets beyond, Ninth street
yesterday hailed with much pleasure
the move taken the night before by
the council in ordering that steps be
taken towards extending the sanitary
sewerage system which now stops
at Ninth street, the end pipe ma-
nine along that thoroughfare front
Trimble to Jones streets. This a•-
thorization of extension of the sys-
tem is the result of several years
hard work by many of the people re-
siding out in the western portion 0$1
the city, and especially the school 
board which wants the system run
out so connection with same can be
made at the Washington school 224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.building on West Broadway at
Thirteenth, where hundreds of pupils 
attend their studies and have to use 
out-of-door water closets.
+++44.•••••••••••14444+44411.-1-1.44444.+4.4.444.44The question has been agitated for
months, and Wednesday night when Ia
the proposition of running the piping 1
from Ninth and Broadway out to the
CLEANLINESS
Is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
with a an white, one-piece
'Stassdasid" Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and have running hot and cold
water as desired at your touch.
We have samples in our showroom
and will gladly quote you prices.
E?•  HANNAN, Plumber.
Washington building was brought up.
Mayor Yeiser urged upon the hoard
that the extension be made at all
hazards, but in such a manner as to
permit everybody owning property
along the street to connect with the
system and thereby get the benefit of
up-to-date sanitary attachments
In speaking of the matter yesterday
Mayor Yeiser said that he believed
in extending system anywhere pos-
pible throughout the city, and urged
that if necessary an entirely new
sewerage district be created to in-
clude all that portion of the city lo-
cated within the bounds of Ninth
street, Fountain avenue, Kentucky
avenue, and Trimble street. Outside
the present sewerage district, which
runs from :Jones to Trimble and First
to Ninth, this new district suggested
by the mayor is the most thickly
populated, and therefore the territory
in greater demand for the connec-
tions, which everybody wants..
Continuing Mayor Yeiser said this
district or extension could not be
prepared for in a week or two and
completed in a few months, as City
Engineer Washington would have to
draw his snap of the coatemplated
additional district, get up his plans
and specifications, advertise for bids,
let the contract, an then the success-
ful bidder get everything ready for
the work.
Although some favor starting the
work as soon as possible this fall,
others believe it would be more dis-
crete to wait until next spring' be-
fore beginning, but let all the con •-
tracts this winter, and in this man-
ner have everything ready for im-
mediate commencement of the mam-
moth undertaking when favorable
weather arrives next spring. In, tak-
ing this position one municipal offi-
cial yesterday cited the present Ken-
tucky avenue, Jefferson street and
Third street work %as a reason why
contractors should not be let tear
up the public highways along towards — 
fall, and then have them in a practic-
ally impassable condition when win-
ter comes along and necessitates a
suspension of operation. Of course
the avenue and other work hsa not
had to be stopped yet, but many fear
things will this winter be in as bad
shape as they were for the useless
blockade of Broadway last winter by
the bitulithic people.
Engineer Wlashington estimates
that it will take two years to lay all
the sewerage for the new district to
be erected, and that work cannot
possible be started until next spring.
It will cost a hundred thousand or
so to put in the district and all con-
nections.
JEWS TO FIGHT FOR LIFE
Rabbi Endow Tells of the Self-De-
fense Movement in Russia.
Louisville, Sept. 7.--Rabbi Henry
G. Endow, who has just returned
from Europe, says the Jews of Rus-
sia have been so hunted that they
have at last turned upon their tor-
menters and organized a self-defense
movement.
Arms have been supplied and
steps have been taken to inform the
Jews of intended attacks, Rabbi En-
dow has received a plea for money to
supply arms for the persecuted peo-
ple.
Rabbi Endow visited Geemany, It-
aly and Sw tzerland. He will begin
his regular services at the Temple
Adas Israel Saturday.
MOROCCO YIELDS TO FRANCE
Paris, Sept. 7.—A dispatch to the
foreign office from M. St. Rene Tail-
landier, minister to Morocco, ad- 




Do you want a first class Job by an
expert workman? If you do take
it to




Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padur-sth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $155,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts an regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Payee,'
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ste) per year as to else. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAVVSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open:under a new
Mttlinallt, for guests at the
FAMOUS KINTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable:rates
Price Bros. cFc CO., •
Dawson Springs, Kentucky:
4111111
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Us*
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ir
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
f'
Abram L. Well de CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.































































































































































THE PRESIDENT DOES NOT
SANCTION BOARDS
ACTION.
Coal Contract Let to Firms Who Bid
Much Higher Than Another
Company.
The expected controversy
ing the action of the school board
Tuesday night, in warding the con-
, 4 tract for the coal to be used this win-
ter at the different school buildings,
has broken out, and a meeting of the
0 educational body has been called for
this evening at the Washington build-
ing for the purpose OT settling the
matter.
President Harry Williamson was
absent from the board meeting Tues-
day evening, and stated yesterday
that he was vigorously opposed to
the action of the balance of the mem-
bers in awarding the contract to the
coal companies favored, while there
was a bid much lower than the suc-
cessful ones put in.
The contract was divided up into
three equal parts, and proportionate-
-rly distributed between the St. Ber-
nard Coal company, Central Coal
and Iron company, and West Ken-
tucky Coal company. Each of these
concerns agreed to furnish lump coal
for to 1-2 cents per bushel, and. tint
coal for 9 1-2 cents per bushel, with
provision that if the coal is to be
weighed upon the city scales, one-
half cent more per bushel will be
charged, because the long distance
the companies would have to haul the
fuel from their yards down to the
scales. If the coal is weighed upon
the company% pirivate scAes, this
additional charge is not made of half
a cent.
The bid lower than the three above
compasies was .that furnished by the
Bell-Union Coal company, which
agreed to furnish lumb coal for 9
7-10 cents per bushel and nut for
8-to cents per bushel. This firm
is an outside concern, and Tuesday
night when the contract was award-
ed the three Paducah companies Cap-
tain Farley stated .the latter were
tax payers here and urged the con-
tract be awarded between them.
The representatives of On Bell-Un-
ion company is in the city and guar-
antees to give bond that his coal will
equal that of any of the other com•
palsies bidding, aid to re-01411 the
matter President Williamson said
yesterday that he did not believe in






fslUPT. LIEB MEETS THEM IN
ARRANGING FOR OPEN-
ING.
Probabilities Are That McKinley
Building Will Not Be Ready
Next Monday.
Supt. Lieb is a very busy man at
present, preparing for the opening of
school next Monday morning, and
he is being kept on the constant go
getting things in shape.
'Tomorrow morning the white prin-
cipals will meet him at his office in
• the 1Vashington building on Wkst
Broadway, and they will talk over
things in general and outline their
\work for the coming week as much
as possible. He meets the white
professors at R o'clock, while at 9:-
30 o'clock a general session will be
held by superintendent, principals
and all white teachers. A ward ses-
sion will be conducted by the princi-
pals at the close of the general ses-
sion, *Mile at 2 o'clock in the after-
noon the superintendent Meets with
the colored instructors at his office.
It is doubtful if the new McKinley
school butiding in Mechanicsburg
n
it 
will he ready by next week when the
schools open, and if this is the case
the old frame structure used in years
• past will be utilized, if possible, until
the new school is ready. The con-
tactors will know better by tomor-
row whether the new structure can
be placed in use opening day. Of
conrse, it could be used if not com-
pleted, but the noise of hammers and
workmen around would disturb the
children in their studies_
building cannot be utilized, and the
new is not done, school can be de-




Judge Sanders Did Not Have Large
Docket Yesterday.
Things were pretty dull yesterday
in the police court as compared to the
two preceding days, .as there were
only a few cases up for disposal. The
-preceding days of the week produced
(lockets the largest handled for years.
The judge held over to the grand
jury Wesley Davis. the negro charged
-with stealing some brasses from the
Illinois Central railroad.
Sandy Overby was fined $3 for a
'breach of the peace, while Robert
Greer was fined $1 and costs.
W. 1) Bunger and X. Pittman were
fined $1 and colts for being drunk.
Greg destruction is being wrought
by forest fire* about Wallace, Idaho.
•




City Assessor Stewart Dick Has Se-
lected Dick Holland Again as
His Deputy.
unty Assessor jo-hif-Fru-gles-Fas
seleoted his deputies to help him take
the assessment of city and county
property for county and state tax pur
poses. Stskes Harkey will take the
assessment in magisterial districts
Nos. 5 and 6; Ed Willett in district
No.--as and George- Alien in district -
No. 8. Assessor Hughes will him-
self list the property inside the city,
which includes the first, second, third
and fourth districts.
It took the assessor forty-two days
to assess the property inside the mu-
nicipal limits last year, and he be-
level that he can get through as ear-
ly this fall. He has until the first
Monday in January of newt year in
which to complete the work. At that
time he has to turn his book over to
the board of county supervisors, who
decide whether or not the valuation
Assessor 'Hughes places upon the dal
ferent properties is equitable and
proper. They make whatever raises
and reductions deetned advisable, and
the book is then sent to the state
board of supervisors, who pass on
the total assessment for the county
and either leave it stand where it
was placed by the county supervisor
or raise the total by a certain • per
kentage. Last year, and for several
preceding years, it has stood where
placed. •
City A sSaallOr Stewart Dick i3
starting his work off also, and has se-
lected his deputy again in the person
of Mr. Dick Holland, the former sher
if. The aldermen confirmed the ap-
pointment last night, while the coun-
cil did hkewise Wednesday evening.
The city assessor has only until the
fir* of next year in which to finish
his work.
RECORD BREAKER
FIVE KILLING ' CASES UP AT
THIS SINGLE TERM OF
COURT.
This Is Unusual as Proceedings of
This Nature Seldom Equal That
Number.
This term of circuit court now in
session is about thc most important
of any held ior a imbiber of years as
there arh‘five killing cases being con-
sidered. Flour are to be tried, one
oi them being heard now, while Mrs.
Brockwell's case has been disposed
of and she ordered taken to the peni-
tentiary for life, that being the sen-
tence given her last court, but she
was not taken away on. acosunt of
a motion pending asking for a new
hearing of her charge.
One of the oases. to come up is. Wil
lis Mount's. he betng *charged with
killing Willis Nutty above the Stag
sabcon on North Vourth street, dur-
ing a quarrel regarding a crap game.
Another killing proceeding is that
against Porter Hart, the negro charg
ed with shooting to death, down at
Maxon's Mill, in the county, the ne-
gro Douglas Merciweather. They
quarreled at.* social, then renewed it
afterwards vrhile walking home along
the countiy road, when Hart pulled
his artillery.
The other case to come tip is that
charging Ed Marable, colored, with
murdering Walter Bricwn, • also of
color, by beating his head into a jelly
with a fence paling, near eighth and
Burnett streets, one night last spring,
because rown would not give him
money to buy whisky with.
The other case is that against Rufe
Neece. coltored, and is now being con
sidered by the jury, which 'has been
closeted two nights. He killed Jesse
Ingram out about Oaks,
It is nothing for one murder case
to be up each term of court, hut si-.me
thing unusual for as many as three to
come up. This term with its five
breaks the record.
ALL READY FOR DASH
TO THE NORTH POLE
Last Word Received From Peary
at Etah, North Greeland,
New York, Se,pt. 7. -What is believ
ed to be the final Word from Com-
mander Robert E. Peary before his
return from his attempt to reach the
North Pole was reseissd yesterday
by Herbert L. Bridgman, of Brook-
lyn, secretary cf the Peary Arctic
club. The message rime from Etah,
North Greenland. and in it Con't
mander Peary stated that his ship, the
Roosevelt, would leave that port on
August t6, the date of the message,
with twenty-three: Eskimo men and
some 200 dogs to establish a base at
Cape Sabine for.the final dash into
the frozeR region, abont the pole.
Commander Peary added that the
machinery of the Roosevelt had been
'overhauled and that all was in readi-
ness for ice fighting. All on board
were well. ,
BY UNITED STATES SPECIAL
COMMISSIONER SEPT. tr.
In the Circuit Court of the United
States for the Western District
Of Kentucky.





Notice is hereby given that pm-su•ant to and by virtue of a decree in
the above entitjed cause, by the above
entrttedr-cburT"flon. Walter F.vans,
Judge, dated July 3, 1905, I, the un-
dersigned, Special Cornanissioner,
will sell at public auction to the high-
est and best bidder, upon the terms
hereinafter stated,_V..thscpunty court
home door, in- laGracken county,
state of Kentucky, in the city of Pa-
ducah, at noon on the itth day of
September, 1905, the same being the
first day of the McCracken county
court, as an entirely and as one prop-
erty, and not in separate parcels, all
and singular the property of the de-
fendant, slid People's Independent
Telephone company, 'hereinafter more
specifically described and all the right,
title, interest and equity of redemp-
tion of said People's Independent
Telephone Co., in and to said prop-
erty, described as follows, towit:
Being all the property, real and
personal, and wheresoever situated,
of said People's Independent Tele-
atone Co., being party of the first
part, whether in possession, remain-
der or reversion, or in action, and
now owned or hereafter to be ac-
quired, all the telephones, telephone
lines, telephone exchanges and sys-
tem, now belonging to or hereafter
to be acquired by said Telephone
company under its present or any
future corporate powers; aid fran-
chises, granted by the city of Padu-
cah, Ky., privileges, rights, ease-
ments, licenses, poles, wires, conduits,
cables, batteries, switchboards, appa-
ratus, appliances, tools, implements,
msterial, supplies, office furniture
and fixtures now owned or hereaf-
ter to be acquired by said telephone
company; all other machinery equip-
ment to and chattel property of every
kind and nature, used in connection
with its telephone exchanges and
systems and now owned or hereafter
to be acquired by said telephone
company, and all its tolls, rents, in-
come, chases in astion, claims and
demands of every kind and descrip-
tion, now owned by it or hereafter to
be acquired; and including not only
all its property ani rights of every
kind in the city of Paducah, county
of McCracken, in the state of Ken-
tucky, but all its property right and
rights, real, personal and nixed, tan-
gible and intangible, wheresoever
situated, now owned or hereafter to
be acquired.
Also the property known as the
Alexander system of telephones, same
being lines, exchanges and poles in
the counties of Crittenden, Union,
Webster, Lyon and Livingston, in the
state of Kentucky; and also the fol-
lowing extensions of lines, from the
city of Paducah to the Marshall coun-
ty line in Kentucky, and to Lone
Oak, in McCracken county, and to
Smithland, in Livingston county,
Kentucky, including submarine ca-
ble amiss Tennessee river.
Al-o the following described real
estate with improvements thereon,
situated in Paducah, Ky., on the east
side of South Fifth street between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, for-
merly Court street, described as fol-
lows:
Beginning at a point in the east
line of Fifth street, one hundred and
seventy-three feet and three inches
(r73 ft. 3 in.) ((OM the southeast
corner of Filth and sBroadway streets,
running thence at right angles from
Fifth street and towards Fourth
street, one hundred and seventy-two
feet, thence- southwardly towards
Court (erect, and at a right angle,
thirty-one feet to the division hpic or
fence between said lot and the lot oc-
cupied by the public school 'building;
thence along said line and in a west-
v.-arctly direction one hundred and
seventy-twes feet to Fifth street,
thence with the line of Fifth street
thirty-one feet to the beginning point,
together ith all the riglsts,-5441e--an'd
appurtenances thereunto belonging
or in any way appertaining. Being the
same property conveyedisto it by J.
W. Campbell and James Campbell
by deed dated the 4th day of July,
1902, and duly acknowledged and de-
livered to the defendant company on
the 17th day of July, igio2, and re-
corded on the 28th day of July, 1902,
in McCracken county court clerk's
office.
The terms and conditions of this
sale are as follows, that is to say:
Said sale to be conducted and
made according to the rules and
practice of 'and subject to confirma-
tion by this court, and to satisfy the
amounts idue and to become due as in
said decree provided for amounting
to $252,625.00 with interest from the
tst day of July, 1905, at 5 per cent.
The purchaser or purchasers may
use and apply in making payment of
the purchase price any of the out-
standing bonds or over-due coupons,
secured by said mortgage in said de-
cree mentioned, in a moaner and to
the extent as in said decree provided'
and such other judgment as the
court may hereinafter make; provid-
ed, however, tbat-iiii—oi-Iginal bid will
be accepted at Said sale for less than
$75,00o.00 and unless the purchaser
shall, when the property is struck
down to him, at once pay and deliver
to said commissioner on account of
his purchase, the sum of $5,000.00 in
a certified check, payable to John R.
Puryear, clerk of said court. And the
remainder of said purchase money
shall, within twenty days from the
confirmation of said sale, or such
-tisrresiti TEF-court may allow
on application of the purchaser for
good cause shown, complete the pay-
ment of the entire amount of the pur-
chase money. Said special commis-
sioner will then make, execute and
deliver to said purchaser or purchas-
ers a deed to said properties as in
said decree provided, the . plaintiff
and the People's Independent Tele-
phone company to execnte and deliv-
er, under the direction of the said
special commissioner, the convey-
ances executed by them respectively,
'by way of confirmation and for the
insurance, oftitle to the purchaser or
purchasers, Iris, its or their assigns,
of all and singular, the mortgage
property and premises and every part
and parcel thereof, of every kind
and description and wherever situat-
ed, hereby directed to 'be sold by
said conunissioner; and a lien will be
retained in said deeds to further se-
cure the payment of the unpaid pur-
chase price.
In witness whereof I hereunto sign
my hand this the 8th day of July,








Nominees Are Holding Secret Ses-
sion in Preparing for the County
Election.
The question regarding the coron-
er's race for nomination will 'be set-
tled tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock,
at which time the county democratic
committee will meet and decide in
what manner the nomination shall be
made, whether by primary, mass con
vention or otherwise.
There are many candidate; out for
the position and some want the pri-
mary while others, for economical
ptirooses, prefer the mass convention,
which would not cost anything. If
the primary is held the expense would
be just the same as if candidates were
out for every county office, because
it takes just the same number of
election officers for one as it does the
other.







• A rrive Fulton 
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. 
: Arrive Rives 
t Arrive Jackson. 
Arrive Memphis 
Arrve New Orleans 
Looking • After Fences.
The democratic nominees for the
city and county offices have. been
holding secret caucuses every few
,nights the past week or two, build-.
ing up their fences and outlining
things for a vigorous campaign
against the republicans who are
thinking of putting out a ticket for
the respective places to be filled. The
democrats do not think there is much
of a battle before them with this
weak character of opposition they
always send down to defeat, but
their secret caucuses shows they are
continuing usage of. that old trick of
ever being ready and fully prepared
for the enemy.
NO SECOND TIMER
PRESIDENT WILL NOT PER.
MIT POLITICAL CAP-
ITAL .
To Be Made of His Position in Role
of a World Peace-
maker.
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Sept. 7.—Presi-
dent Roosevelt will discourage the
triumphant entry idea which certain
Di-trict of Columbia officials have
cen p anning or his return to Wash
irgton on 'September 3o. Mr. Roose-
velt feels that any attempt to cele-
brate his sutess in bringing Russia
and Japan together at Portsmouth
and in solving their problems; for
them would be in bad taste.
The plan to start a boom for his
second nomination to the presidency.
based upon his triumph in world poli-
tics, a boom that N to override the
post-election promise never to run
again, is extremely distasteful to the
president. It takes him from the pe-
destal of humanity and plants him
in the mud of personal polttics.
Whether or not he will ultimately
withdraw his pledge of election night,
Mr. Roosevelt will not permit his ad-
mirers to !silver the dignity of his po-
sition a: peacemaker by making politi





Ar. St. Louis 
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aand, 1905.
South Bound. No. tor No. 103
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m. 6:oo p.m.Leave Louisville  12:20 p.m. 9:40 p.m.Leave Owensboro 6:30 p.m.Leave Horse Branch  3:40 Pm. 12:08 a.m.
3:55 P•m• 1o3 RAM
4s37 P.m. 1:40 Lea
4:40 P.111.
•
5:25 p.m. 2:27 a.m.
 6:40 pin. 3:40 a.m.,
645 p.m. 3:45 a.m.
7:55 P.m. 4:so
8:31 p.m. 5:17 a.m.
8:39 p.m. 5:23 a.m.
7:15 am,,
10 :30 p.m. 8:15 a.m.
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No. 305. No. 375.
Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m. 9:40psna
Lv. Chicago... s 2 :502..M. 6:20p.m.
Lv. Carbondale. it :402.M. 7 io5a. M.




101-801 135-835 122-822 136-836Hopkinsvide 11:20a.m. 6:4oa.m. Lv. 6:2op.m. 9:45a.m.Lv. Princeton.. a:35p.m. 7:45adn. Lv. St. Louis .. 940.m. 2:15P-m-Ar. Paducah.... 4:15p.m. g:a5a.m. Lv. Cairo  6.00a.m. 6:sop.m,Le. Paducah.... 7 mop.m. 9 :3cia.m. Ar. Paducah  7 :45a.m. 13:10p.m.Ar. Cairo  8:35p.m. ti:loa.m. Le. Paducah..., 7:50iLm. 8:t5p2n.At. St. Louis  7 :o8stan. S :ClOp.M. AT. Princeton . . 9 :29a sm. 9 :509.M.Ar. Chicago  8:o5a.m. 9:30p.m Ar. Hopkinsville x t :oop.m.
LINE.
(South
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and ma carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louisville,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 801 and 822 sleepers between Padecahand St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. sccrrr, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, III.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A., St. Laois, mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY zi/sc PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 LENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roc, rsc, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOFING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Full Supply of The New School
Books at Harbour's Book Department
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT YOU
WANT.
It 'a pretty well understood that you can buy your school books and
supplies from us at a better advantage than from any other store in Pa-
One person was killed, one fatally ducah. Hundreds of customers believe this and tell thei rfriends abouthurt and a score of others injured by •t.
 
why_ not try us once? Bring us your old school books. We bunlightning at the county fair at Rich-









At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
• 
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
IIROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
One Year  $5-00
Six Months  2.5o
Three Months  5.25
One Week  zo
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 3111.
Friday Morning, Sept. 8, 1905.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
71lie Register is authorized to an-
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a
candidate for Coroner of McCrack-
en county, subject to any action of
the Democratic County Committee.,
Election November, 1905.
Business Notice.
Mr. George S. Beard, formerly of
this city, has taken charge of the ad-
vertising department of The Register.,
Me Beard is too well and favorably
known to the merchants to :need any
introduction, being an experienced
newspaper man whose aim it will be
tc increase both the business of this
paper and its advertisers.
A Flimsy Apology.
The News-Democrat offers a flimsy
apology in its editorial columns yes-
terday for the article that appeared
in its columns the day before where-
in it was alleged that the Mafia of
Italy, a secret society of cutthroats
and assassin', "is a species of Free-
masonry of the lowest possible or-
der." . In it; lame editorial it charges
that "The statement -has been song-
fully and maliciously made that the
News-DernoCiat in an article on se-
cret societies in its issue of yesterday
attempted to cast. :affections on the
'Ancient Order of Free Masons."
, The, Resister made no statement
eith7 wPifully or maliciously. about
Abe matter, but plainly charged that
"Either an igunsusgsis or a very ma-
licions persoft VI* or clipped the
article that oilfired in the News-
Penoograt." and,,;lar .a newspaper to
permit such rot to appear in ,its col-
is nothing more or less than an
insult to orgy member of the ancient
1Arbonorable order of Freemason-
ry," and from the numerous expres-
,. ,istes heard from both the members
of the Order and profanes, the charge
made by The Register is fully sus-
tailsetl. What we have quoted from
th4orernarks of The Register of yes-
terdakconsoitsites the entire charge
made uJainst the News-Democrat,
town: That 'the article was inspired
by either an ignoramus or malice, and
that such rot is an insult to the Mem-
bers of the fraternity. Numbers of
Masons state tikft when they read
the article that appeared in the News-
Democrat of Wednesday, either at
their places of business cr at their
homes, they denetinced it as an insult
to the institution, and indorse what
was said in these columns yesterday
morning, which is conclusive evidence
that the News-Dcmcierat was guilty
of an unjust act, either through ig-
norance or malice as charged.
There are dozens of other reputa-
ble secret societies besides Free-
cvonry, yet the Mafia is classed as
a specks of that order, and the fact
that it was singled out and coupled
even remotely vvith \a secret society
of murderers and wbreakers is
something that is not b.eiished by its
members. And when s h rot ap-
pears in a newspaper either through
ignorance or malice, it must not ex-
pect such publications to go unchal-
lenged.
The Chinese Highbinders, the Box-
us and the defunct Molly Maguires
are fit associates for the Mafia, and
when the News-Democrat said it was
a species of Freemasonry of a low
order, it simply furnished grounds to
mislead such-of its readers whose ig-
norance of Freemasonry might be as
dense as that manifested by iliat pa-
per when it suffered the article refer-
red to to appear in its columns.
It may be a fact that "There is
absolutely no truth for the statement
that this paper (News-Demoerat)
has in any way desired to reflect on
Freemasonry,"—a very skillfully
worded paragraph, for in the first
place no charge was made that that
paper desired to reflect on the order;
and in the second place the reflection
is there whether desired, intended or
through ignorance, and the effect is
just the same. If.the same care and
skill had been exercised in the orig-
inal article as that displayed in the
lame apology, the News-Democrat
would have avoided giving offense to
many good people and at the same
time been prevented from showing
its ignorance of a well established and
respected secret society.
Municipal Poidters.
Mayor Dunne, of Chicago, in his
speech before the recent convention
cf the League of American Municipal
ities at Toledo, touched upon munic-
ipal ownership of public utilities in
its many phases. On the question
of owning the water works he said:
Chicago has owned and operated
its water works for nearly half a
century, and as the result the city of
Chicago is today furnishing its citi-
zens very cheap water, and not a
corporal's guard of Chicago's citizens
would vote to place the operation of
that utility in private hands. It is
selling water to its citizens for less
'than one-half what private compan-
ies are charging in neighboring cities.
For the last eight years Chicago has
owned and operated its own munici-
pal electric light plant, and although
it has not been empowered in the
past to sell electric light to private
citizens, it has, in the manufacture of
that light for the illumination of its
streets, succeeded in the last eight
years in cutting down the cost of that
utility to one-half of what was charg-
eci for it by private companies.
Chicago has had experience with
public ownership of public utilities
and with private ownership of public
utilities. Its public ownership of its
own utilities, electric light and water,
has resulted in efficient, economical
service, and the public are content.
Mr. Andrew Rorewater, city en-
gineer of Omaha, Nebraskii, gave a
few pointers on the care of asphalt
streets.
Mr. Rosewater said that asphalt
streets, if they are to lie economically
used, must be s-wept, not sprinkled
to kee pthe mclean. Asphalt pave-
ments are practically impervious to
water, and the slightest depression of
even one-twentieth of an inch will
held moisture which; to the eye,
makes the pavement appear full of
holes. The water upon asphalt
streets will rapidly evaporate if simp-
ly the result of rain or periodical flush
ing, but the drenching of the asphalt
surface by continued hourly sprink-
ling leaves the surface constantly
moist and, as a result, subject to rap-
id wear from traffic erosim.
New York's Insurance Investigation.
Mutual good, with much satisfac-
tion particularly to polscy holders,
will come out of the investigation of
life assurance companies now under
way in New York city before a joint
legislative committee appointed by
the last general assembly of the
state. That is, this mutual good will
follow provided the declared aims and
purposes of the investigation, as set
forth by Senator Armstrong, of the
committee, at the beginning of its
work are carried out. Said --he:
"Our object will not be to punish
anybody for wrongdoing in the past,
but to get at all the salient features of
the modern insurance business, so as
to suggest to the next legislature an
adequate law that will not only pro-
tect the policyholders in all life in-
surance companies, but will likewise
protect the insurance company man-
agement from abuse at the hands of
designing persons. As most insurance
companie), are mutual in theory, we
shall endeavor to pass a law that will
compel them to he mutual in fact.
Then the officers of the company will
alwort be working for the interest of
the policyholders instead of working
for themselves by the formation of
subsidiary companies to divide the
profits of the main company. A large
number of the present insurance laws
are good. It will be our aim to make
them better."
The management of no honestly
conducted company will object to
such an investigation and no stock-
holder or policy holder could ask
for more promises of protection.
That the investigation will be
watched with much interest and also
xpectation by the people it is need-
less to say.
The New York investigating com-
mittee can set at rest much existing
doubt which is hurting the life insur-
ance business, or it can 'make mat-
ters much worse. The public having
had- its eyes opened, so.. to speak,
won't have them closed again very
easily.
IS can be repeated, this investiga-
tion must be as broad as Senator
Armstrong declares it is to be if it
is to result in mutual good.
Want to Loosen Up. "
Cairo is clearly growing sick of
her fpolish and useless quarantine.
There is a disposition or a desire
there to loosen up, but theee who
are "working" the quarantine wont
let loose the feat until they have to,
it is clear. Somewhat in advocacy of
a loosening up of the quarantine t‘ie
Telegram, with point (and Paducah"s
would-be quarantiners should note
this statement), says:
"The strict quarantine established
in Cairo recently has worked much
hardship and caused much annoy-
ance to people in the neighborhood
who come here and many of our 'citi-
zens who were strongly in favor of
even a shot gun quarantine aro now
inclined to take matters a little more
easy and want less rigid rules.
"Our neighbors are not feeling as
friendly toward us as they did be-
fore the permit system came into use
and threaten to give Cairo the "go
by" hereafter. Such is the repOrt
brought in by some of Cairo's travel-
ing salesmen.
"There is no doubt that many per-
sons really intend to .carry out this
threat, but time will soon efface the
memory of their 'supposed' i treat-




Liable Under Provisions of Russian
Naval Co*. •
i
St. Petersburg, :Sept: im-
perial order was issued today dismiss-
ing Rear Admiral Nebogatoff, and
the captains of die battleship Nicolai
I., ((now the lki), and the orpisers
Admiral Seniavari,"(tiooe the Atinoih-
Una), and Gentral Admiral Aprayine,
(now the Okinoshima), whidh were
surrendered to the Japanese in the
battle of the Sea of Japan. All four
officers besides being deprived of their
rank, are liable to punishment under
the provisions of the naval code. The
emperor has ordered all other offi-
cers who surrendered their vessels to
be tried on the return to Russia.
Grand Duke Michael Nikolaivitch
has been appointed honorary presi-
dent of the connc okthe empire, of
which Count Solsky. president of the
economic department of the com-
mittee of ministers, has been made
president.
FACED DEATH
HENRY HULEN HAD MARROW
ESCAPE AT TENTIFISSRE
BRIDGE 1
Both H'ands and a Foot Crtished and
He Fell to River 75 feet
Below. '
Yesterday afternoon Ilen Hulen,
who was engaged in the wo k of dis-
mantling the old bridge abross the
Tennessee river at GilbertsVille, met
with a narrow escape from death, los-
ing five fingers, having his foot badly
crushed and falling in the river.
The full particulars could not be
learned further than that iomething
either felltern him or caught his hands
and foot crushing three fingers on
his left hand, two ,un his right hand
and one of his feet.r1J-le fell.off of the
bridge to the river.below, a distance
of 75 feet, and had  swam about t50
feet tit-swards the shire b'efol'e he was
picked up by a skiffff.
He was brought to Paducillh on the
afternoon local passenger tain and
carried to the Illinois Central hospi-
tal where the five fingers .were am-
putated and his foot split oTpien and a
crushed bone removed. Mr.. Hulen
#s now at the hospital.
ENTIRELY RECOVERED.
Louisville, Ky, Septendicr 7.—
spec al from Lebanon, Ky., says Bish4
op John L. Spalding of the Catholic
diocese of Peoria, has entirely re-,
covered from his recent attnek of ;in-
digestion. The report that he .suf-





We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, ard are carrying a: mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state.t It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter: and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being filii ra.ye ' in large quantities, and on 0,basis with lead-l
inghouses, We are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy befOre calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
To the Democratic Voters. 1 In the late democratic county pri-mary election I received the next
highest vote of any candidate fol.
coroner, being defeated by the late
James F. Crow by a very meager ma-
jority, and Mr. Crow having since
died, and I having received the next
largest vote, I feel that the voters
who so kindly voted for ,me should
receive consideration and which
would give me the nomination.
It is a fact, established by the rec-
ords that when the late J. H. Little
was the democratic nominee for mag-
istrate, and died before the election
that his next opponent, J. S. Young,
was given the certificate of nomina-
tion. The same identical course was
pursued a few years ago when the
late Charles Roth was the democratic
nominee for coroner, and died before
the election, that the committee met
and awarded the certificate of nomi-
nation to M. Nance, his next oppon-
ent.
Thus, in late years, two precedents
were established in which the second
candidate was given the nomination
where the nominee died before the
election, With these precedents I
eel that it is justly due me that I
be given the nomination, but if the
committee feel that the precedents
should not be followed, while unjust
to pie, yet I am perfectly willing to
go before the rank and file of the
party as a candidate for coroner and
will cheerfully pay my part of the.
expense to give the democram ass\





Populace Let Anger Run Riot and
They Destroy Much Property.
Tok:o, Japan, Sept. 7.—The rioting
which was begun here on receipt of
the peace terms has continued. The
residence of the minister of home
affairs was attacked and burned, there
was a demonstration at Baron Korn-
ura's home, and Marquis Ito was
stoned and later the mob burned ten
Christian churches and one school
house, interference of the United
States in the peace settlentent enrag-
ing the populace. Previous to that
rioters had attacked the government
printing office and destroyed a num-
ber of sub-police Mations. The po-
lice routed the Mob in a collision and
two were killed, a nu,ber injured
and many imprisoned. the national
guards were called out and it is
thought all disturbanclitei Ail be
checked. The conditim4 Vice:111 !tow-
ever, very turbulent.
FUNERALS. o
Rubie Warren Be Buried Today—J.
R. Knight's Body Be-Slifilped.
At g o'clock this morning, the fun-
eral services will be held over the re-
mains of Rubie Warren, at their home
in MOO North Sixth street. Inter-
mei( follAs at Mt. Renton.
The lad was it years old and son
of Mr. and Mks. E. Warren. He died
yesterday morning at 4:30 o'clock of
flux.
The remains of Mr. J. R. 'Kniglit
will be taken tomorrow to his for-
mer home in DuVal Bluff, Ark., for
interment. 'He is the street ear con-
ductor of South Ninth street who




Athens, Greece, Sept. 7.—The re-
cent discovery of a depot of arms,
explosives, bombs and infehial ma-
chines in the vaults of the' Armenian
church here has led to t14 tfrieerth-
ing of what the police believe to be
a widespread plot on the oirlf of the
Armenian revolutionary' cotomittee
to compel %the intervention of .the




no The Leading Licensed Pawnbroker of
Paducah.
Money to loan on all personal valuables, Dia-
monds, Watches, Guns, Pistols, Etc.
All Business Strictly Confidential.
Bargains in Unredeemed Pledges.
3" Bro•dway Nut to lang's Drug Stirs 211 Broadway
THE PURCHASE
TWO MORE AGED RESIDENTS
OF CALLOWAY ARE
DEAD.
Report That Work is to Begin




LOVERS PLIGHTED IN LIFE
AND UNITED THROUGH
DEATH.
at Were Jolted From Auto Over Rana
of • Bridge, Falling Sixty'
Feet to Ground.
(Murray Ledger, 6th.)
, Rev. E. S. Harris, the pastor of the
Methodist church, assisted by Revs.
J. -R. Hardin and A. T. Osbron w:1)
begin a protracted meeting at the
\Arthodist church next Sunday morn-
Tharp Futrell, who lives north of
Own. had his leg and arm broken
last week. The particulars, its we
gathered them, were that he was
hauling a load ol green tobacco on
the Vs'adesboro road when his team
took fright and he jumped or fell off
the wagon with the above results.
Uncle John Lafever died last Tues-
day night at the home of Frank Diu-
guid, on North Main street, end was
buried Wednesday. He was a mem-
ber of the Christian church and a
good man, loved by all who knew
him He_was about 75 years old at
the time of his death, and had been
in feeble health for several years.
Mrs. Martha Redden died at her
home, near Dexter, last Friday, of
paralysis., She had been sick for two
months prior to her death. She was
70 tears old and a member of the
Christ:an church at Union Hill. She
h survived by tier husband, Mr. Tom
Redden, four sons, C. H., D. L, As-
berry and Seaton Redden, two datigfh-
ters. Mrs. Celia Jones and Mrs. Mat-
tie Graham, and two brothers, N. A:
d Ed Huh.
(Mayfield Messenger, 6th.)
Rev. T. P. Clark and family, who
have been visiting relatives and
friends in Graves county for the past
nix weeks, have left for their home
in Stamps, .Ark. -
Dr. B. V. Crabb, who recentfit
married Miss Estelle Scanland, a
trained nurse who resided for some-
time in this City with the family of
Mr. Finis Mbh, was killed in Cin-
cinnati Monday while jumping from
a street car.
It is now reported on good author-.
ity that work will begin in at least
six new places on the new railroad
between VoIckliffe and Mayfield' dur-
ing this week. The contractors.; with
their teams, etc., are beginning to ar-
rive at Wickliffe, and will soon be
stretched out along the line. The
Irish, with the'r tents, have already
begun to drop in at differrnt 'places
between Wicklitt! and Fan4y Farm.
They are always the forerunners of
beginning of work on new railroad
lines. Everything pointa to the be-
ginning of work al4 along in the next
few days.
(Mayfield Mirror, 6th.)
Diphtheria is prevalent in the Fart
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 7—Corn ng
up from Atlantic City in a motor car
Wednesday morning, Neil Wolfe
and his fiancee, Miss Marie Malik
were thrown from a high bridge over
the Camden and Atlantic railroad
tracks near Atco, N. J., and hurled
thirty feet to the tracks below. Miss
Hamill was instantly killed, while
Wolfe died on his way to-the hospital
at Berlin. The chauffeur of the- ma-
chine escaped injury.
Wolfe had been down at the shore
attending the beach automobile races
since last Tuesday. He was the
pm der* of a. large motor company
and garage. Miss Hann!: was the
daughter of John B. Hamill, a menu-
facturet of Germantown. The Ham-
ill family have_hcen spending the sea-
son at their agaiside cottage, where
Mr. Wolfe was a frequent visitor.
The accident was witnessed by Dr.
T. J. Martin at his wife, of Buffalo.
who were in/another machine a short
distance behind the ill-fated car. Dr.
Martin hurried to the a d of the vic-
tims, but could do nothing for therm
The car oecttaied by Mr. Wolfe and
Miss Hamill witt driven by F. G.
Plummer. Hewil taken into custody
and arraigned before Prosecutor
Lloyd it •Cltittden, N. 5., who dls-
charged Min after hearing his state-
ments...TA* aelcident was due to de-
ectiv 6e ling gear. it occurred at
e; a short distance east
"Atm 'he approach' to the bridge
is curved, very steep and heavy with.
sand.
As the machine was plowing its
way through the sand Plummer dis-
covered that the steering gear was
out ̀Of order. He continued, how-
ever, and- when the cii• reached the
smooth boards of the bridge it plung-
ed forward and swerved toward the
pipe railings. Miss Hal rose to
her feet just as the right forward
wheel of the automobile struck the
railing. The impact of the machine a Ai
wat great that both were hurled from
the car over the railing to the tracks.'
below.
Mr: Wolfe yid Miss Hamit were
to have been married in December.
She was spending the summer with
her parents at the seashore and Mr.
Wolfe had been visiting the family.
He *at formerly a member of the
Filth Meted States artillety.
,.., The cholera in cermany continue;
I to spread.
mington ne ghborhood. Children in
the families of J. I. Shockley, John
Mlagnets and Bluf Williams have it.
































































































































































SOUTH SIDE OF KENTUCKY
AVENUE IS_ ABOUT
COMPLETE.
Will Be Two Weeks Before Work
of Laying Brick Can Start by
Contractors.
Today Lambert Brothers expect to
have fipished tio storm water sewer-
age mains they are placing under du
south aide of Kentucky avenue from
Second to Fourth street. They are
the sob-contractors for this work and
•finiajting the south side of the *atoms
will Monday morning commence oti
the north side al Second street suad
come on up to Fourth street. It will
take two weeks to entirely complete
this work on both sides. . _
When the Southern Witulithic corn
patty got the contract for reconstruc-
tion of the avenue from First to
Ninth, Jefferson from
Ninth and Sixth, Seventh a /hail
sit,
'from Jefferson to the avenu tiljp
eluded the storm sewerage under all
the streets. When the bitulithic peo-
ple let to the Bridges the .contractFlt
for the brick stre Ifelo IOW gm
the avenue from rit to Fourth, and
Jefferson homy/Awn. to FiPthsAill
included the stornosewers under the
respective thoroughfares. Bridges
'then-sub-let to Latftbert Brother's The
avc•rk of putting% down tiv sewerage
under where the portions of street
are to be paved. Now when Lambert
finishes the sewerage ors tile avenue
tip to Fourth, othe bienlithic people
take the sewerage and run it them-
selves on out the avenue to the ter-
minus or sub-let if to some other.
Foreman Pault,p1 the stormsewer
work on the avelbk, sitelef•yasterday
that it would be two weeks before
they could start the brick work on
that thoroughfare. When the sew-
in Kentucky avepue are finished
11,4e on Jefferson street will be
started and worked on, while at the
same time the paving brick will be
bid over on the avenue.
Mr. Ivo Pettit, who has been 2.ith
the different expres- companies of
this city, has resigned W. piece with
the American and taken the position
of bookkeeper for Lambert Bros.
GEN. CORBIN ICEACHTSI AMOY.
Chinese Coolies Expected to Make
Serious Outbreak.
Amoy, Sept. 7.—The transport Lo-
gan, with Maj.-Gen. Corbin and par-
ty on board, arrived Isere this morn-
ing at dayliteak. Many of the party
'went on shore and viewed the scenes
of the recent riots.. The present con
doion of affairs in connection with
the anti-American boycott movement
is uncertain, and the coolies are ex-
pected to make a serious outbreak
on Or about September 13. All
members of the party are reported
,weFl on board the Logan, which will
sail for Shanghai at a o'clock this
afternoon
The riots referred to took place on
July 22 last. On that date a mob of
Chinese fanatics, after attending a
meeting where re.olutions were pass-
er, pronouncing a boycott .on Ameri-
can products, attacked the American
coseetate asod threatened the native
servants of Consul Anderson with
death. 'The local authorities prompt-
ly put drown the uprising, which for
a time assumed serious proportion.,
and punished the offenders.
FOREST FIRES AGAIN RAMC.
Albany, Ore, Sept. 7.—Fire has
again broken out in the forests east
of Mill City. A logging camp in the
-Cascade mountains has jnst burned.
The men barely escaped from the
camp with their lives. Last week's
fire was thought to be undet control,
but high winds yesterday fanned the
embers into flames. It is now trav-
eling into the Cascade mountains, de-
stroying the One body of timber and
doing damage otherwiae. .












We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. RANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department,
-7-
IT PRESIDENT
RUSSIAN AND JAPANESE EN-
VOYS TO SEE HIM
S4TURDAY. .
Will Pay Their Respects ana-"Pelt-
sonalfr Thank Him for-,His,
Good Offices.
Cbsibe-Bay, N. Yo Sept. 7.—Baron
Keinaura and Minister Takartra, the
Jallanthi peace' plenipoteatiaries, it
was announced ye-terday by Secre-
tzry Loeb, will lunch with the presi-
atilt next Saturday. They will come
sloysn from New York on the naval
yakitt Sylph.
The same evening M. Witte and
Baron De Rosen will dine at Saga-
more Hill. They will come from
Long Island City to Oyster Bay in a
private car. The reason for the Rus-
sian plenipotentiaries coming by
train is because M. Witte's preference
for railroad travel.
The following are the copies olthe
telegrams 'received yesterday by the
president from \Baron Koinura and
from M. Witte and Baron De Rosen,
announcing the signing of the peace
treaty between Russia and Japan:
"Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 5. 1004.
—To the President: I batten to in-
form you that the treaty of peace has
just been signed. Humanity is under
a lasting debt of gratitude to you for
the initiation and successful conclu-
sion .of the peace conference. I beg
to be permitted to add my own
thanks and sincere acknowledgement
"KOMURA."
"Hotel Wentworth, Newcastle,
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 5, !cos.—To
the President: We have the honor
to inform you that we have this day
signed the treaty of peace with Ja-
pan. It is not for us to thank you
for what you have done in the cause
of peace, as your ffoble and generous
efforts have beets fittingly acknowl-
edged by our august sovereign. We
can only express to you, Mr. Presi-
dent, and to the people of the United
States, our personal sentiment of pro-
found gratitude for e cordial recep-
tion you have 3J kite honor to
extend to us, we have met
with at the s 0 he people in
this country. - WITTE.
JAILliR movie IN.
City Jailer Evites Will Moss Back to
Town Meat Month.
City Jailer Thomas Evitts will the
last • of next month move to the city
from the Major Moss home place in
Arcadia, winch subutliatapiambe has
leased for- a number of years. The
jailer just moves his family in for
the winter and they take up their
abode at the residence on North
Eighth street. Next spring they go
back to Arcadia for the warm
months. Before moving out there
last spring the jailer occupied the
brick residence adjoining the city
hall, but Assistant Jailer Joe Pur-
chase is TON' occupying the and will
continue to do so.
Mrs. Eva Nerdy, the sister of Jail-
e• Evitts, is quite ill with rheumatism
at their home in Arcadia, she resid-
ing with her brother.
GREAT COUNCIL,
Mr. and Mrs. Bebout Left For Louis-
ville, While Mr. Wallerstein
Follows.
Mr and Mrs. L. L. Bebout left this
msarn.ng for Linufsville, where the
former meets delegations of Red Men
from eastern states, who ire enroute
to Nashville to attend the great coun-
cil meeting of that order which corn-
'maces -Monday. At Louisville a
banquet will be enjoyed, then the
body goes to Mammoth Cave, about
aoo strong. Alter visiting that his-
toric place, they then proceed to
Nashville.
Mk. AGelvin Wiallerstein, of this
city, is the Kentucky representative
to the great ermine], and has the dis-
tinction of being the ybungekt rem-
bet of the august body.
FELL INTO A BOILING SPRING
Girl Dies Front Terrible Accident in
Yellowstone Park.
L viggston, Mont., Sept. 7.—Miss
FanniE Wickes,. tired twenty-two
years, of Washington, D. C., died in
this city yesterday from the effects
of falling into a boiling spring in the
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Bank Yellowstone National Park several
Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank. days ago.









Mt. Carmel-4.i, 0.4 fall.
Nashville—;-8.6, 0.4 rise.
Pitts-beirg-5.5, o.5 fall.
Davis Island Dam-2.9, o.t fall.
St. Lonis—o.4, o.r fall:
'Mt. Vernon-7.5, o.t fall.
Paducah-7.8, 0.1 rise.
The City of Savannah is expected
tit of elisr Tennessee river tomorrow
ticlf.lIbbi St. Louis. .
The steamer Kentucky is out of
`Tetintlisee -river. She lays here
until 5 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
before9Vetting our on her return to
that stream.
The Buttorff gets to Nashville to-
night and leaves there tomorrow at
noon Ibilind back towards this city.
She will get herelunday.
The Dick Fow r skips away for
Cairo at 8 o'clock this morning and
comes back tonight about it o'clock.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and starts out im-
mediately on her return that way.
The 6John S. Hopkins left yester-
day for Evansville and come, back
again tomorrow.
THEY MUST COON
(Concluded From Page One.)
SHERIFF STATON WILL HAVE
TO COME FOR ALP
PARHAM.
Herman McNary, Colored, Was Re-
leased on Paying Balance of Fine
Assessed F7 Gaming.
Detective William Baker did not
take Alf Parham, colored. back to
-Clarksville, Tenn., last evening, as
he expected, because ' Judge, Sanders
refused.,to let the man be taken back
without a felony warrant was issued
against hint out of the local prlice
court. This necessitated Sheeff Sta-
tan, of Clarksville, being notified to
come after his man, and he in ex-
pected to reach here this morning for
that purpose.
Parham is accused of abducting
Birdie Wills, a small colored girl,
and bringing her from Cbrksville,
Tenn., to a point near Oaks, out in
this county, and keeping her there for
some weeks. He lives out there and
has been a witness in the Rule
Neece, colored, murder case now be-
ing heard ni the circuit court. He
was held until the case went to the
jury, and the detective intended tak-
ing him to Clarksville last night, but
the action of the judge compels
Sheriff Staton to come for him.
buildings arc not allowed to be erect-
ed.
The board of works was empower-
ed to fix things ssi' Michael* Bros.
could connect with the sanitary sew-
erage system, the new building they
are erecting on North Third street
between Jefferson and Monroe. It
seems when the system was original-
ly laid there was not run up under
the pavement to the property line
fronting this lot, the necessary later-
al onto which connections have to
be made.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
was ordered to see that the Rex fac-
tory people of Mechanicsburg moved
timber and other material they piled
out on Woodward street without au-
thority.
Mayor Yeiser was requested to
see about getting a lawyer to rest-
sent the city in the suit of the munic-
ipality against the Anheuser-Busch
Brewing company. Solicitor Camp-
bell cannot represent the city because
before faking his public position• he
was engaged by the other side. ;.„
To the board of works was referred
the question of repairing the delapi-
dated portion of the fence running
alongside the steep fill near FiftegnA
and Tennessee streets.
Parties in Metehanicsburg want;
Sowell avenue extended over to
Bridge street and the board of works
nas instructed to bring in the neces-
sary ordinance.
The council Wednesday night or-
dered that the public horse watering
fountain at Third and Clark streets
be moved to Twelfth and Burnett
streets, but the aldermen rejected
this and instructed that the fountain
he moved from Third where it now
stands, around the corner onto Clark
street. A new water fountain was
ordered placed at Fountain avenue
and Broadway.
George Collier's money was refund
ed him, he being refused a license to
open a new saloon out in Rowland-
town.
The contractors were ordered to
go ahead with the Kentucky avenue
and. Jefferson street improvement and
not stop because fall was near at
hand.
Some weeks ago the council adopt-
ed a resolution exempting from city
taxation for a period of five years,,
Hill & Karnes, the brick manufactnr)
era of North Sixth street. They were
exempted like all other new concerns
starting up. but the aldermen at that
time refused to concur in the exemp-
tion. Now last night the aldermen.
took up the matter again and be re:',
considering their former vote brought
The question before them and then
voted for the exemption.
On motion, the board adjourned.
Judge Reuben C. Lemmon, one of
the most prominent members of the
Ohio bar, died at Toledo.
Mlirvin Hart js after Fitasimmons'
scalp, and Bob says he is willing to
fight to a finish for $20,o0o.
••••••••1•10
• Fixed Things Up.
Herman McNary, colored, was ar-
rested here yesterday on the oharge
of being a fugitive from Kuttawa,
back to which place he was to have
been taken, but when Marshal Mc-
Cullom of there came down after him
yesterday the negro fixed things up
and was released.
McNary was fined at Kuttawa for
gaming, and escaped the chaingang
while doing time. He cause here and
was vsork.ng yesterday on the Ken-
ticky avenue storm sewerage im-
provement when arrested by Detec-
tives Moor; and Baker. They noti-
fied the marshal, who came after Mc-
Nary, but did not take him back be-
cause rhe fugitive fixed up the balance ants bears fruit.
of the fine assessed for gambling. Armitage Matthews, secretary
the republican county committee;
John W. Wooten and Sanoiel J. Fer-
guson, all lawyers, have ben indicted
to on charges of complicity in connec-
tion with the looting of the Weissel
estate. Wooten has been.tcopvicted
and Matthews and Ferguson a,+!await
ing trial.
Both Wooten and Ferguson and
May Trimble, a stenographer,, are said
to have made revelations to Assistant
District Attorney Isador Kresrel
which implicate another and well
known lawyer arid a member of the
grand jury, who is said to be prom-
inent in financial and social circles.
The lawyer is said to have approach-
ed the grand juror and induced him
to aid in preventing the, jury of
which he was a member frhl'n finding
an indictment against Matthews, Woo
ten and Ferguson.
It will be recalled that District At-
torney Jerome did not succeed in rib-
-tsing indictments against these
men until the evidence had been pre-
sented to three grand juries.
In response to a message sent to
him in the Tomb; yesterday, Wooten
rsplied.thset the story of the alleged
tampering with the grand jury did
not emanate from him.
MRS. KLEIN DEAD
MOTHER OF ISADCiRE AND
JOE KLEIN AND MRS.
BURGUAER.
Died- Yesterday After Two Weeks'
Illness With Asthma, of Which
She Was a Sufferer.
Last evening about 6 o'clock Mrs.
Adeline Klein, mother of Isadore
.Klein and the stepmother of Mr.
Jusep*Klein and Mrs. R. Burguaer,
died at the residence of Mr. Joe
Klein, 625 Harrison street, after an
ilhiesg of t'woi weeks from asthma,
with which she bad been afflicted for
some years.
The deceased was a most estimable
woman and beloved by all who knew
her She was 77 years of age and4
had lived in Paducah for the past 37.
years, her husband having died in this
City in 1892.
Besides her son Isadore and step-
children, the dtceased is survived by
a sister, Mrs. Schouen, who lives at
Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Isadore Klein is out on a drum
ming trip and a telegram was sent
him at Cave-in-Rock, Ill., apprising
him of his mother's death and he is
expected to arrive here this morning.
After his arrival the hour for the
funeral will be set, and which will be
this afternoon or tomorrow morn-




Accused of Complicity in Looting the
Weissel Estate in New York.
CONTEMPT CASE.
Hon. John K. Hendrick Want
Louisville to Attend Court.
Hon. John K. Hendrick left this
morning for Louisville to be present
befoLLIudge Walter Evans, of the
ftderAl court, when the latter takes
ellialiter of punishing for con-
flit 'ecurt Messrs. Mann, Ken-
nedy and Knight, the parties sum-
moned1 to appear and show cause
why hry 'should not be punished
for..woirEsiig rise mine near Lola over
whirk there is a Controversy 'landing
id the iideral- court. Judge Evans
ordered them not to work the mine
while the litigation was in progress,
hos i; IA claimed they are going on
with their ' evelotiment' 'operations
aay h ow and he now contemplates
inflicting some penalty on them for
not obeying his orders.
Colonel Hendrick represents Mr.
Mann, and slaims that the Marion
Zinc company is the one that has
been "working" Mr. Mann in order
to get to work the mine.
Today is the day Judge Evans is
to take up the matter.
CAULKERS' STRIXE ENDORSED
The Central Labor Union Passed
Resolutions Last Night.
The Central Labor Union held a
mseting last night. The body had
nftichi business of a private nature to
topsider. A resolution endorsing the
strike of the caulkers who left their
work on the marine ways and at the
Finney docks was passed. The La-
bor Day celebration committee made
its final report and this shows that
the committee realized over boo by
Its celebartion last Monday. All
bills were reported paid except a few
minor ones. The absence of Presi-
dent Peter Smith, who continues ill,
was a matter of regret and comment.
DAN PATCH WILL ATTEMPT
TO LOWER HIS RECORD.
Minneapolis, Sept. 7.—The Minne-
sota State Fair association yesterday
irranged with Mr. M. W. Savage,
owner of Dan Patch, to run his horse
against his record, t:56, for a purse
of $1o,000 on Saturday of this; week.
The British steamship Tropic, from
Chili, on reaching port at Charles-
ton, S. C., reported the loss of fifteen
men .While at sea. They were in a
boat and were swamped in high seas.
New York, Sept. 7.—Another sen-
sational chapter ix likely to be added
to those which followed the looting
of the Federal bank and the William
Weissel estate by David Rothschild,
if the investigation now in progress
by District Attorney Jerome's asrist-
GOES TO CHICAGO.
of
Mr. Charles Q. C. Leigh Preparing
to Move Family to Windy City.
The many friends of Mr. Charles
Q. C. Leigh will regret to learn that
he is preparing to move his family to
Chicago to take up their home, lie
is now advertising his home at Elev-
enth and Monroe streets for rent, and
the family expects to get away with-
in the next few weeks for their future
abode in the Windy City, where Mr.
Leigh holds a responsible position
with an adjnitment.company that set-
tles differences between railroads and
shippers and buyers along the perish-
able goods line.
No family is held in higher estima-
tion than his and their departure is
a distinct loss to the community, both
socially and commercially.
Dollar a Scrap.
Sus'e Bradshaw, coldred, was lock-
ed tip in the county jail yesterday
by Constable A. C. Shelton to serve
out a fine of Si and costs. The fine
and costs combine came to $9.55, and
this was assessed against her because
she had a scrap with Frankie Woods,
negress, up about Canaan, that fa-
mous rendezvous for the colored peo-




Give safe, prompt and positive





Mild or severe headaches,
ricute or chronic headaches,
sick, nervous or neuralgia head-
aches—any and all headaches









Bacon's Malarial Tonic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES" THAT HAVE MADE
THE REPUTATION FOR CURING
CHILLS AND FEVER STRICTLY
GUARANTEED.




& Jackson Sts. phone 237,





An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.








ALGERNON COLEMAN, M. A.,
HEADMASTER A PREPARA-
TORY SCHOOL FOR BOYS.
FIRST SESSION BEGINS ABOUT
SEPT. 15TH (DEFINITE AN-
NOUNCEMENT NEXT WEEK.)
TERMS: SIXTY-SIX AND TWO-
THIRDS DOLLARS FOR THE
SESSION. MEMBERS LIMITED.
A FEW VACANCIES IN CLASS-
ES ALREADY FORMED.
FOR THE PRESENT MR.
COLEMAN MAY BE/SEEN AT
soot WEST BROADWAY OR ra6
SOUTS1 FOURTH STREET.
TELEPHONE 334 AND 43.
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
City.
Best Kentucky Lump 1 3 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 1 2 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED)







Factions Among High Officials Caus-
ing Detriment to the Workings
of the Department.
Washington, Sept. 6.—It was learn-
seed last night that President Roosevelt
has demanded the resignation of
Public Printer W. F. Palmer, to take
effect September 15.
The demand of the president for
Mnt Palmer's reaignation was due
primarly to the latter's action in try-
ing to force Oscar J. Ricketts, fore-
man of printing, and L. C. Hay, a
foreman of division, out of the gov-
ernment printing office. Mr. Palmer
asked for the resignations of Rick-
etts and Hay, on the ground that
they had been insubordinate. The
public printer formulated a series of
charges aga nst the two men. These
charges, it is known, were forwarded
to Oyster Bay.
As soon as President Roosevelt
learned of the situation that had de-
veloped he directed Public Printer
Palmer to forward to him his resig-
nation, to take effect in two weeks.
The investigation made by the
Keep commission into the letting of a
contract for seventy-two Lanston
typesetting machines for use in the
government printing office disclosed
a serious condition of affairs in the
management of the office. Promin-
ent men in the office force were di-
vided into cliques. These cliques were
so detrimental to the interests of the
government that the standard of
efficiency in the establishment was
reduced materially.
Among the men mentioned in can-
nection with the office are Oscar J.
Ricketts, whom the public printer
sought to remove; H. T. Brian, chief
clerk of the office; VA:ham S. Ros-
siter, chief clerk of the Census Bur-
eau, and John Leech, public printer
in the Phiappines. The office pays
salary of $4.500 a year. The annual
disbursements for the government
printing office aggregate about $7,-
000,000.
COST OF EDUCATION
VS. COST OF WAR.
(Austin Barclay Fletcher in Success.)
The amount now spent for educa-
tion in the United States is about
two hundred million dollars a year.
From present indications the annual
appropriation for the navy alone will
soon very largely exceed this sum,
with prospects of. indefinite expan-
sion. Until recently the combined
military and naval expenses of the
country were less than one-fourth
of those of education. We are, there-
fore, progressing four times as fast
in the arts of war as in those of
peace.
The latest type of battleship will
cost att000.000 to build, as much as
the entire appropriation for the army
and the navy during the eight years
of Washingtn's presidency, since
hich time the military and naval ex-
penses have increased fifteen times
a• fast as the population—and when
this ship is finished it will be merely
an experiment! England has had the
largest experience in naval construc-
tion, and has recently declared a
great number of her warships. to be
useless. Eight million dollars is
more than three times the cost of all
the buildings and equipments of
Tufts Co:lege, Boston University,
Williams College and Amherst col-
lege. The yearly maintenance, ope-
ration, interest on investment, deter-
ioration and gun practice of this bat-
tleship will exceed one and one-half
million dollars—a sum sufficient to
pay every living and educational ex-
pense of 3.000 young men or women
in .one best colleges, or to meet the
school expenses of 50,000 children. It
costs more for the mere material to
stli3. fire one shot from the gun at Sandy
Nook than it did to educate Daniel
- , Webster. A day's gun practice of a
single ship, firing at imaginary ene-
mies, costs more than it did to edu-
cate Emerson, Longfellow, Lowell
and Phillips in Harvard college.
Any increase in appropriations and
-naval activity immediately produces a
carrespanding increase in activity by
the other great naval powers of the
world are kept ih a state of continual
excitement and fear by the activity of
the others, each believing there is an
intention to secure some unfair ad-
vantage, and claiming that no other
reason can be offered in explanation
of this remarkable and unprecedented
growth. There have been necessary
and honorable wars, and the future
may have others in store. There are
nobler sentiments than those of
peace—duty, patriotism, justice and
honor—but above them all we may
write love to man. To deny one pen-
ny of necessary appropriation or to
-cease one moment's needed activity
in any genuinely patriotic cause is
so wholly un-American that I need
not refer to it. But it is far better
lo direct our labors toward the
ahings that will build us up rather
than toward those that tend to pull
US down. It is far nobler and more
in accordance with the spirit of
American development and progress
to direct our energies into the chan-
nels through which we may uplift our
entire country and aid the whole
A MOON STORY
PROF. W. F. PICKERING MAKES
SURPRISING STATE-
MENT.
Moon Once Part of Earth and in
Breaking off Created Pacific
Ocean.
San Francisco, Sept. 6.—Prof. W.
H. Pickering, of Harvard, the astron-
omer, as here en route from a visit
to the Hawaiian islands. He makes
the interesting staterhent that,. al-
though he had never seen the vol-
canoes of the Hawaiian islands pre-
vious to his recent trip there, he
recognized in them old familiar
friends. He says he met their ances-
tors from afar, as it were, through
a telescope, and that they are similar
to the moon—that is, those of the
engulfm.ent variety.
While in Honolulu Prof. Pickering
delivered a lecture, in which he ad-
vanced the theory that the moon was
originally a part of the earth and
was thrown off and tiat the Haw-
aiian islands were about in the cen-
ter of this lunar genesis. The space
that was left when the moon ma-
terial was thrown off was the Pa-
cific ocean.
The large volcanoes , of Mauna
Loa and Kilauoa on the Island of
Hawaii and Haleakala on Maui were,
Prof. Pickering stated, in many ways
exactly like those he had observed
through a telescope on the moon.
Involuntary Grimaces.
How often is an otherwise charm-
ing or beautiful face deprived of its
attractiveness by the presence of in-
voluntary grimaces, or spasms!
These facial contortions appear to be
one of the natural sequences of pro-
gressive civilization, with its train of
nervous affections and diseases. The
more civilized and unnatural the
conditions of life the more common
do these nervous manifestations ap-
pear to be, sayS the Philadelphia Bul-
letin.
There is hardly any variety of
spasm of the muscles of the face
which is not at some time or another
brought to our notice in the form of
an involuntary grimace. Sometimes
the eyebrows are intermittently ele-
vated, sometimes there is a spasmod-
ic closure of the eyelids, which is
nothing more nor less than a wink;
sometimes the corner of the mouth is
drawn up, or the nostrils are raised
and dilated, as if an effort were being
made to sniff or smell at some dis-
agreeable or pungent vapor. At oth-
er times ?he eyelid is affected with
an almost invisible But uncomfortable
spasmodic contraction. Most of these
so-called tricks originated :n child-
hood, and occasionally they appear
for the first time in adult individuala.
in this latter case they are seldom so
serious and are .much easier to cure.
Actors and others who have great
command over facial expression and
are constantly bring ng the muscles of
the face into use, are more likely to
develop involuntary grimaces of this
kind than are people of phlegmatic
disposition and expressionless faces.
Grimaces of the kind, when they
appear in grown-up people, are usual-
:y known as histrionic spasms. They
can often be cured by complete rest,
tonics and nerve sedatives, but the
more usual form of facial contortion,
which originates in chadhaod, defies
treatment to a far greater extent.
How One Woman Keeps Young.
How to keep young is one of the
questions of perennial interest to the
feminine mind. Amelie Rives, the
noted author, who is said to look
like a girl in her teens, recently told
of her reply to a physician who wrote
to her to send him the secret of what
he called her perpetual youth. "I
wrote back that he must consider the
cost," she said. "It is r cost that few
of his fashionable patients would
make, for I rise at 7 Or 7:30, ride Or
walk in the country roads, live close
to my books, see few people, and re-
tire at io. What fashionable woman
could endure my life? I remember
thinking about it one winter morning,
when I was walking along, the crisp,
crackling snow under my feet, the
fairy outline of a gossamer frost- re-
vealing every twig of bush and tree,
and I was so invigorated and happy
could have *histled like a boy with
delight, but if I had been a woman of
fashion I couldn't have endured the
silence, the empty d stances, the quiet.
Why, a woman of fashion would die
in my place; and T AM quite sure I
should in hers." It is in Such :iota
aide and close communion with na-
ture, in the home of her childhood—
an old-fashioned rambling country
home in Albemarle county, Virginia
—that much of Amclie Rives' literary
work is sione, although "Selene, re-
cently published by the Harpers, in
which she has estblished her right to
be ranked among the great poets,
was written in Italy.
The Boy Reared by Hand.
(Kansas C ty Journal )
An old farmer in Nemaha county
remarks that a home-grown, hand-
spanked, bare-footed and hard-fisted
country boy makes a much better
fighter in the battles of life than does
the pampered, high-collared, creased-
trousers youth of our towns and cit-
ies, whose clothes have always been






Says It's a Good Thing for the World
That Japan is Afraid of
America.
New York, Sept. 6.—Congressman
McNary, of Massachusetts, who was
a member of the American party re-
ceived yesterday by Emperor Wil-
liam, is quoted in a times dispatch
from Berlin as follows:
"In our conversation the emperor
dwelt on the 'yellow peril' and ex-
pressed the opinion that the Japan-
ese would follow up their military
successes by closing the 'open door'
and by their command of cheap labor
force Europe and America out of
the Oriontal market.
"He went on to say that it was
necessary for the different nations to
stem the yellow peril by uniting. The
only power that Japan feared was
America, and it was a good thing
for the world that the United States
was on one side of the Japanese em-
pire.
"The emperor asked us what we
thought of German railways. We said
frankly that we believed the Ameri-
can lines were better. The kaiser as-
sented, but said he thought German
cities were better paved than those in
America."
Too Much Economy.
In St. Louis, says a writer in Suc-
cess, there is a Yankee who settled in
the Mound City after the civil war,
and built up a fortune of millions.
The economies and conservatism by
which he has accumulated his little
pik have increased with his years.
Acquisition has become a habit.
He has one son, over whose expen-
ditures he keeps careful watch. Re-
cently this offspring took An uptowe
car. The father, who saw him board
the car, and knew his destination,
judged he had spent his fare foolish-
ly.
That even ng, after dinner, the eld-
er called the younger marl into the
library, saying he had something to
tell him. "But first," he interrupted,
rising from 'his chair, "I will turn
down the light; we can talk just as
well in the dark, and it will save the
gas." He then proceeded to give rea-
sons why the expenditure of the up-
town carfare was unnecessary. As
he went on explaining the value of
economy, out of the darkness where
his son sat, he heard a fumbling and
shuffling. Much to his distaste, the
noise continued. At length, heated
to impatience, he cried, "Sam, what
are you doing?"
"Father," came from out of the
blackness. "I can hear just as well
without them, and while we're sitting
here in the dark I'm taking off my
trousers to save 'em."
For the rest of the evening econ-
omies were not discussed.
Canada Protecting Niagara.
(Springfield, !Stress., Republican.)
The Canadians are at last awake to
the grave menace which threatens
Niagra. The Ontario government
has refused to ratify an agreement
between the Electrical Development
company and the Niagara Falls (Ca-
nadian) Park commission, by which
the company would be allowed to de-
velop double its present limit of
power. It has also been declared in
the Canadian parliament within the
week that no, further inroads upon
Niagara will be permitted until a roy-
al comrniss'an has made an investiga-
tion. This is welcome news and sug-
gests that the Canadians may yet be
found wibling partners in the preser-
vatitin of the fall's. An international
agreement or commission to govern
the taking of water from Niagara for




The spirit of Americanism has no
place for "Italian," "Irish," "German"
"Jewish," or any other sort of polit-
ical clubs. Our naturalized citizens,
from whatever country they come,
commit •a serious blunder when they
align the/nisei/yea politically under any
distinctive racial or religious banner.
The strenght of our nationality has
been in its power to absorb all for-
eign newcomers into the body politic
and there must be no differentiation
in American citizenship. The natur-
alized a line who appreciates this
proud title will frown upon and re-
ject every proposition that would
mark him off as anything different
from or less than a free American.
Feats of Photography.
Photography has caught the . fast-
est express train in motion by means
of the cinematograph, and it also
shows the growth of a flower. A bud
which bursts' into bloom in say, six-
teen days, is exposed to a camera
every fifteen minutes during the six-
teen days, and when the pictures de-
veloped from the films are assembled
in order in the moving picture ma-
chin the observer may see to his de-
light, all in a minute or two, the grad-
ual breaking of the bud—the blos-
soms apen, close by night, and re-
open in the morning, the leaves grow
under the eye, the stamens peep from
rover, and finally. the fult-bloWn
flower.—Philadelphia Ledger.
DREDGING OHIO
WORK TO BE DELAYED BE-
CAUSE OF RED TAPE
OBSTACLES.
Money and Boats Available, Yet Nei-
ther Can Be Used, It
Seems.
The board of Louisville, says a dis-
patch from the metropolis, has been
trying all summer to prevail on the
government at Washington to have
the two dredge boats that have been
lying practically idle for two months,
cut out, dredge and straighten the
channels in the Ohio river below
Louisville, in order that a goods stage
of water might be had, should a dry
spell set in and the river go down to
its normal summer stage. It is true
that a good stage of water has pre-
vailed all summer, but this is due to
the wet season, which has given an
abnormal stage of water for this time
of the year. Such river conditions
have not existed since 1875.
A Season Lost.
Knowing that generally two or
three months in the summer and ear-
ly fall season the stage of the river
is so low that even the smallest of
freight boats have to lay, up, the mat-
ter was taken up early in ,he summer
by the board of trade. James F.
Buckner, Jr., wrote numerous betters
to the engineering department, urg-
ing the cleaning out of the channels,
and stating that were they kept in
proper condition, even in the lowest
stages of the river, small freight
boats could run the year round. He
called attention of the department at
Washington to the two boats tied up
at Louisville. He explained that it
would not take long to accomplish
the work desired.
Letters came back from Washing-
ton that the two boats mentioned had
been assigned to work on the Mis-
sissippi river, and therefore could not
be put to work on the Ohio river.
One of the boats was lying at the
Louisville wharf s:x weeks after the
letter from Washington had been re-
ceived stating that it had been assign-
ed to work on the Mississippi.
Month to Get Answer.
"Too much red tape about the en-
gineering department," said Secretary
Buckner. "It takes a month to get
an answer to an ordinary business let-
ter addressed to the department. Now
if these boats that have been tied up
at the Long./ale wharf all summer
were assigned to work on the Mis-
sissippi river, why were they lying
idle all the summer, which is the only
time that work can be done to any
advantage on the rivers of the coun-
try? It is a good thing • that the
buildingsof the Panama canal was not
put under the supervision and con-
trol of the engineering department.
If that department were digging the
canal and had a thousand pieces of
machinery at work on the first sec-
tion and something should happen
that work was suspended on that sec-
tion, and the second seesion needed
the tools, it would take six months
under the engineer ng department to
get a permit to transfer the stuff, ac-
cording o the present methods.
"Of course, the work of surveying
the river that is now going on is in
connection with the ultimate nine-foot
stage that is being agitated, but Lou-
isville wants something done for im
mediate relief. Still, I don't see how
we are going to get it."
Politeness a Valuable Asset.
(Baltimore Herald.)
The career of Prof. George A.
Witzhoff, the eminent New York
multigamist, who married fifty wives
in seven years and made an average
profit of 41,473.20 on each venture, af-
fords lessons that may be well taken
to heart by the youth of America.
Starting life as a poor boy, with few
advantages of education or influence,
he rose by. his own unaided efforts
to the top of his chosen profession.
Seven years ago when he courted and
won his first wife, he was a' blunder-
ing amateur, like any other callow
young man who leads the fair object
of his adoration to the sacrificial al-
tar. Today he is the world's fore-
most authority on the noble science
of wooing the fair. The lesson that
lies in his success for the ambitious
young man of America is the fact
that politeness is profitable. With
no other stock in trade Witzhoff
fought his way to the first rank in
the ancient art of matrimony. There-
fore, it is a fair conclusion that cour-
tesy would be of great value in any
other trade. A polite policeman, graft-
er, musician or delicatessen dealer
should have tbeasame advantage over
an impolite one that the doctor en-
joyed over his rivals.
Snake Bound Man to Tree.
(Harrisburg, Pa., Dispatch.)
Bound fast to a small tree by the
coils of a big blacksnake, Maj. James
H. Alport, a coal baron and trolley
magnate of Cambria county, had an
experience which he believes would
have resulted in his death if he had
been alone. Major Alpott and his
friend, Capt. W. L. Mlaine, were walk-
ing near Barnesiboro, when they en-
countered a big snake which the ma-
jor tried to kill. It started to climb
a small tree, and when he struck at
it it siddenly coiled itself about him,
and began to squeeze him against the
tree. The major was almost breath-
less when his friend killed the rep-
tile. The snake was ten feet 7 3-4
inches king.
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INTERESTING ITEMS.
Soda, in a 2 per cent, solution, is
recommended by Prof. Esmarch, of
Gittingen, as the best metals of dis-
infecting eating utensils.
Mayor Rose, of Kansas City, Kan.,
has requested owners of vacant lots
in that city to allow children to use
them as playgrounds.
The number of deaths from tuber-
culosis in England is 6o,000 a year,
yet there are only seventy sanitar-
iums, wilt r0Orn for 2,760 patients.
Gymnastic exercises are held re-
sponsible for the tact that within the
last sixty years e percentage of
young men unfit for military service
has fallen from 39 per cent. to ao per
cent.
Chief Justce Futter, of the United
States supreme court was mistaken
for an itinerant German musician at
the Savoy hotel, London, recently,
and got a poor room on this account.
The mistake was rectified.
"The Americans," says an Austrian
writer, "seem bound to ape all the
follies of the old world. Threaten-
ed by no enemy they expend more on
army and navy than any European
nation, and fill the world with defi-
ant war cries."
The robe worn by the Mayor of
Longston, England, is said to be the
most beautiful of its kind. It is
made of watered silk, heavily enrich-
ed with adornments of gold. It was
Faven to the town by. the Duke of
Sutherland during his mayoralty.
A clerk in a Portsmouth, England
solicitor's office had a stroke of luck
the other day. He happened to so
please a wealthy woman client that
she offered him ato.000 down, or
$15,000 in her will. He declared for
the money on the nil, and got it by
check the following day.
A Dutch gentleman who traveled
from HoWand to Wales recently to
see Evan Roberts, tale revivalist, was
unable to speak English , so he
brought with him a Dutch-English
dictionary, and when he pointed to
the Dutch words Mr. Roberts read
the English equivalent.
With one exception the waters of
German rivers run into the North
Sea, the Baltic and the Black Sea.
That one xception is a brook whica
starts in Germany beyond Alsace and
gradually reaches the Rhone by way
of the Saone, and thus at last emp-
ties into the Mediterranean, in the
Gulf of Lyons.
NEW ILLINOIS OIL WELL
SPOUTS SIXTY-FOOT STREAM
Flow So Strong Workmen Fail in Ef-
fort to Drive Casing.
Casey, Ill., Sept. 7.—The big well
that came in on the Mary Lee farm,
five miles narth of Casey,`is flowing
sixty feet in the air. The flow is so
strong that workmen are unable to
drive the lasing.
The flow is estimated at 120 bar-
rels an hour, and the oil that has
been wasted will reach 2,500 barrels.
The oil men are greatly excited over
the strike, and every train brings in
many oil men. •
Oil men look for this to be the
best field in the country. The hotels
are overcrowded and many oil men
are being cared for at private homes.
This field has over 300 producing
wells, and for August 20,000 barrels
were shipped. There are now sev-
enty-five producing wells in this
field. The big well was visited by
thousands today.
Lola Rates to California.
From Setptmber Is, to October 31,
the Illinois Central Railroad com-
pany will eell one-way second-clays
tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, San Diego, Cal., for $33.00.
J. T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Winfield, T. A., Union Depot.
The Wrong Man.
Bacon—Congratulate me, old man,
just been married.
Macon—Can't do it, old man; I'm
married myself.
SET OF NEW WALL CHARTS
ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT COST
The publisher's of THE REPUB-
LIC, St. Louis, Mo., offer a mign:f-
icent set of Revised New Home li-
brary Wall Charts upon such abso-
lutely liberal terms that no school or
home in the country can afford to be
without them.
This beautiful set, containing nine
complete maps and a cyclopcd:a of in-
dispensable informatjoa, will be given
free of all charges, to every person
who sends one dollar to pay for a
year's subscription to the Twice-a-
Week Republic of St. Louis, an/
Farm Progress, the great agricultural
and home monthly magazine publisit-
ed by the Republic and acknowledged
everywhere to be the best journal of
its kind published anywhere.
Following are the maps in this set:
(t) the world; (a) the United States;
(3) Typographic map of the Russo-
Japanese war, with facts and figures
of the contest brought down to date;
(4) Alaska; (5) Hawaii; (6) Porto Ri-
co; (7) The Philippines; (8) Panama.
and (9) your choke of a large map of
any one of the following eighteen
states and territories: Missouri, Ilk-
no's, Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma, In-
dian Territory; Indiana, Kentucky,
Wyoming, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Arizona,
New Mexico, Colorado and Louisi-
ana.
In ordering, subscribers will please
specify the state map they desire in
their see
Three large sheets, each 28 by aes
inches in dimensions, comprise the
charts. Everything that you want to
know about your awn state, your
own country and the countries and
peoples of the world, will be found
:n this great Cyclopedia and Geo-
graphy combined. You can't afford
to miss this opportunity. The Twice-
a-Week Republic is the leading semi-
weekly newspaper and home journal
in the country. Farm Progress has
no superior in its chosen field. Eith-
er paper alone is worth a full dollar
a year. Under the terms of this
special offer, which is good for a lim-
•ted time only, you get both of these
excellent journals an entire year, and
the complete set of charts, all for
only one dollar. If you appreciate a
good thing you will lose no time in
taking advantage of this opporturity
at once, before the offer is with-
drawn. The papers will be sent to
separate addresses, if desired, and the
charts will be securely mailed, free of
all cost, in a large tube, insuring them
against loss or damage of any kind.
They will last you a lifetime, and
prove their worth every day in the
year. Don't delay, hut send your or-
der at once to Map Department, The
Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
Excursion to Philadelphia.
a
On account of the Patriarchs Muir
tant and Sovereign Grand Lodge I.
0. 0. F., the Illinois Central Rail-
road company will, on September 13,
I and 15 sell first-class tickets from
Paducah to Philadelphia, Pa., and re-
tarn for $23.25. Tickets wood only
for continuous passage in each direc-
tion and must be deposited with the
joint agent in Philadelphia immedi-
ately upon arrival and will be good
on the return trip not earlier than
September 16, nor later than Septem-
ber 25th. An extension of limit until
October 5th may be obtaineca upon
payment of a fee of at oo. For fur-
ther particulars apply to
J. T. Donovan, Agt., Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
Henry Mammen, sr., the reliable
book manufacturer, Blank Book*.
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducah.
Library work a specialty.
Shampoening, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat
ments. Body massage. Electrical

























































































































































































ONE THOUSAND MILE RIDE
BY TROLLEY ROADS IS
PROPOSED.
Continuous Route From Chicago to
New York Planned by Big
Syndicate.
The New York Commercial says:
By troliey. from Chicago to New
York is one of the indications for the
future. The traveler by June t, 1906,
it is predicted, will have the choice of
two routes—from Chicago to this
city by way of Buffalo, and from the
latter place through the state of New
York; or he may branch off at Cleve-
land, and reach the metropolis by
meals of longer distance 1-nes run-
ning through the state of Pennsyl-
vania.
The proposed journey will be
made over the Chicago Electric Trac-
tion company from Chfcago to Har-
vey, Ill., by the Chicago & Southern
Traction company from Harvey to
Kankakee, Ill.; by the Ind:anapolis,
Lafayette & Western from Kankakiir
to Lafayette, Ind.; by the Indianapo-
lis & Northwestern Traction company
to Indianapolis; by the Indianapolis
& Eastern Traction company to Co-
lumbus, 0.; by the Columbus &
Eastern to Toledo, 0.; by the Lake
Shore Electric railway to Cleveland,
O.; and by the Cleveland, Painesville
& Eastern Railroad company to Buf-
falo.
Between Buffalo and New York
there is a gap of a few miles at
Poughkeepsie, but it is being closed
now. The exact route outlined is not
yet made public. As to the second
route to New York from Cleveland
all that is known is that it will take
its way through Pennsylvania from
Erie, and it is said that the necessary
lines have been secured with the ex-
ceptionof the distance between Har-
risburg and Philadelphia, where a
road is now in process of construc-
tion.
Starting Line Now in Court.
In this instance, the init al point is
Chicago, where a syndicate, headed
by William S. Reed, a promoter of
that city, has secured control of the
Chicago Electric Traction company,
which extends from the lake city to
Harvey, Ill., a distance of twenty-
nine miles. This company is in the
hands of a receiver, and the Un.ted
States circuit court, Judge Kohlsaat
presiding, has charge of it. It has a
capital stock of Sastoomoo, a bonded
debt of $500,000 first mortgage 3 per
cent bonds and &toots,000 consolidat-
ed mortgage gold income 5 per cent.
bonds. As soon as the company gets
rid of its receiver and is taken out of
court it is to be absorbed by the Chi-
cago & Sonthern Traction company,
a new Indiana corporation, capitaliz-
ad at $3.000,000. which is to be in-
creased to $4,000p0o. The latter will
construct the line from Harvey to
Kankakee thirty-sis miles.
Another new Indiana corporation.
the Indianapolis, Lafayette & West-
ern Tract on company, which is to be
taken over by the Chicago & South-
western Traction company, is to build
a line from Kankakee to Lafayette,
Ind., seventy-two miles, where con-
nection is to be made with the India-
napol s & Northwestern Traction
Co. The latter has a line from La-
fayette to Indainas state capital, six-
ty-eight miles, and is controlled by
the Reed syndicate. It has a capital-
izat en of $3,000m00. consisting of
$450o00 preferred and $2,550,000 com-
mon stock together with $2.470o00
tirst mortgage gold 5 per cent bonds.
George Townsend is president of the
corporation.
At Indianapolis connection will be
made with the Ind anapolis & East-
ern Railway, which runs to Coltonbus,
0. -nig line controls sixty-two miles
of track, has a capitaliaztion of $t,-
-...siocicoo and an issue of $700,000 first
consolidated 5 per cent. bonds. Some
months ago the company organized
an issue of Saoo,000 second mortgage
TO-year 6 per cent, bonds, the pro-
cetkl, to be used for additional pow-
er and equipment.
Promoter Returns to Chicago.
Columbus ia connected with Toledo
by the Columbus & Eastern company,
and from Tolled° to Cleveland the
route is over the Lake Shore Elec-
tric railway. The latter controls
more than too miles of electric line,
and is capitalized at $7,468,000, con-
sisting of $4,500,000 common and 82,-
co6/t,000 5 per cent. cumulative prefer-
red stock. There is a general mort-
gage of $7,000,000 and a first consol-
!dated mortgage of $4,00o,000 and a
funded debt of 84$97,000.
From Cleveland the connecting line
with Ruffahr• is the Cleveland, Paines-
ville & Eastern railroad company.
The capital stock of this corporation
is $1,6o6,000, with a bonded indebted-
ness agdegating $F,02,000, consisting
• $5oo,000 first mortgage 5 per cent.
gold bonds, $500000 6 per tent. de-
lisenture bonds and $402,000 first con-
evlidated, mortgage 5 per cent, gold
bonds.
A Paving Proposition.
"'Good intentions, you know, never
die," said the man who was fond of
emoting things in hs own way.
"Indeed!" replied the other. "Prob-
ably that would explain why they're
PO seldont carried out."
Brig. Gent Thomas T. Crittenden,
Colonel of the Sixth Indiana regi-
ment during the civil war, diid at
East Gloucester, Mass.
MYSTERY IN LOAN




Inside Dealing With Mercantile Trust





New York, Sept. 5.—One part of
the Equitable scandal, which from
present indications will never be fully
exposed, is the origin, purpose and
cancellation of the $685,000 Mercan-
fie Trust loan, popularly styled "the
Yellow Dog fund." Every agency
which could reveal the details of this
transaction is apparently determined
to keep it secret. The records acces-
sible to even the most potential in-
fluences are ether so vague as to
&metal the facts or have been de-
stroyed.
That such a fund existed is now
established. That it has been wiped
off the books of the Mercantile Trust,
which carried it more than ten years,
is adm:tted by Superintendent of
Banks Kilburn. That it never figur-
ed in the Euqitable's books is proved
by the facts that President Morton
has failed to find a record of it, and
that, rather than tell him, Comptroll-
er, Jordan resigned.
Secret With Four Man.
There are four men who could, if
they would, tell the history of the
"Yellow Dog Fund." They are Jas.
WI. Alexander, former president of the,
Equitable; James Hazen Hyde, itt
former vice president; Thomas D.
Jordan, former comptroller, and
William H. McIntyre, former 'tree
president. None of them will give
any information about the loan.
Mr. Alexander, broken in health, is
not permitted by ha family to dis-
cuss the fund.
He does not know that it has been
published. Everything concerning
the Equitable has been kept from him.
His son, henry M., under a power of
attorney, raised the money necessary
to pay the Alexander share of the
loan.
It is now known that the loan was
pad by individual contributions from
Mir. Alexander and Mr. Jordan and
Mr. McIntyre. Mr. Hyde did not di-
rectly pay any part. The friends of
Mr. Alexander say that he has been
practically impoverished by pa.ving
his share and that common justice
demands that he be reimbursed by the
Equitable. The present officers of the
Euqitable repudiate responsibility or
obligatinn for the fund.
History of the Fund.
The "yellow dog fund" was created
nearly twenty years ago by the late
Henry B. Hyde for the purpose of
making secret payments that could
not been entered on the books of tlie
Equitable. He found necessary a
fund not open to the scrutiny of the
state insurance examiners and free
from all the regular funds of the
Equitable. He wanted a fund that
could be drawn upon without knowl-
edge or consent of the full board of
directors. Only three or four men in
the society were to know its secret.
The money was meant for these
purposes: First, the purchase of
small lots of shares of the Equitable
society to prevent them from falting
into undesirable or unfriendly hands.
the Equtable being prohibited by
law from purchasing shares of its own
capital stock. Eighty-three shares
were purchased from time to time.
Second, fo settle "strike" or black-
mailing suits against the society, or
other saits which it was deemed best
by those in control to settle secretly.
Third, to pay campaign contribu-
tions to political leaders with whom
the society desired to keep on terms
of friendship.
First Loan is Made.
The elder Hyde started the fund
without clear purpose of perpetuating
it. It was necessary at the time to
make a payment of several thousand
dollars for an unusual purpose, of
which there was no account to which
the money could be charged. He
told James W. Alexander, then vice-
president, to borrow the needed mon-
ey from the Mercantile Trust com-
pany and give his personal note for
it. This was done.
It was the elder Hyde"s plan to
adjust the matter in some way later,
but this was never done. Instead of
adjusting the first note it became
necessary to make other payments
and other notes; in time the "yellow
dog fund" became an established
thing, and Mr. Jordan and Mr. Mc-
Intyre became parties to its secrets
and assumed shares of the responsi-
bility.
William H. McIntyre, who started
ars office boy for the elder Hyde and
worked up to a trusted position, is
supriosed to have represented James
H. Hyde.
Mystery in Fluctuations.
The fund has had many fluctua-
tions. At one time the expenditures
amounted to $1,400,000, and again the
total was as low as $35o,000. One
matter that has not been cleared Ito
is 'where the money came from that
reduced the fund from $t,aoo,000 to
8685,00o. It is apparent that it had
some source of supply other than the
STEAMER SUNK
IASCO AND NINETEEN MEN
LOST IN LAKE SUPERIOR
LAST SUNDAY.
The Schooner Olive Jeanette, With
Seven Men, Is Also Known
To Be Lost.
Pequaming, Mich., Sept. 7.—The
steamer Iasco will have to be added
to the list of ships which foundered
on Lake Superior in the great gale
last Sunday, if the story told by the
wreckage through which the tug D.
L. Hebard passed today is well found-
ed. Life preservers marked "Iasco"
and much other wreckage were found
near Huron Island. The stem of a
schooner had been thrown up on the
end of Point Abbaye. The body of
a sailor had been found ten miles
this side of Point Abbaye.
If the entire crews of the Tosco and
Olive Jeanette have been lost the to-
tal toll in dead from the Lake Supe-
rior storm is thirty-nine. This list
may be stilt further increased, for
there are still a number of boats that
were out in the gale which have not
yet been reported as arriving at their
destinations.
Two Ships, Probably Lost.
It is now believed that both the
steamer Iasco and the schooner Olive
Jeanette, which the Iasco has in tow,
foundered in the vicinity where the
wreckage has been sighted. It is cer-
tain that the Olive Jeanette is lost.
The light-house keeper on Huron is-
land plainly saw a big schooner
founder four miles north of the light
at 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon. No
steamer was in sight at the time. The
schooner when first sighted had jib
and foresail set and was nearly water-
logged. Not long afterward the.ehip
went down. The light-house-keeper
had no means of rendering assistance
in the tremendous sea running.
The three days which have elapsed
since the Olive Jeanette foundered
would have brought news from the
Iasco were that boat still afloat, but
the owners at Cleveland last night
gave up hope.
CLUB OF EAGLES
Will be Formed by Local Members to
Attend Next Convention.
A Milwaukee club is to be formed
by members of Paducah aerie, Fra-
ternal Order of Eagles, for the pur
pose of attending in a body the next
annual convention of that body, to be
held in Milwaukee, Wis., next sum-
mer. Forty or more members wilt
join the club, and each contribute
their pro rata of expenses. The club
will form a drill team, and go to Mil-
waukee with the hope of winning one
of the prizes given by the grand aerie.
At Wednesday night's meeting Mr.
L P. Head made his report as a dele-
gate to the grand aer:e at Denver last
month. Mr. Head's report- eovered
many matters of interest to the local
members. It showed the grand aerie
treasury to be in good shape, having
$85.000 surplus on hand, with which
it is proposed, as soon as the matter
can he worked out, to establish a wi-
dows and orphans' home for the w:ves
and children of deceased members.
The local aerie has now about its
members, and many applications arc
coming in.
It Was All Over.
(Columbus Dispatch)
"No more will I hear his footsteps
on yonder walk just as the clock
strikes the hour of 8."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will never
burn low for him again."
"You don't mean it?"
"I do, and furthermore, he will
never sit on this sofa three nights a
week and call me pet names as he
has been doing for two years.
"I am astonished."
"And tonight I am going to burn
all the old love letters in my trunk."
"B -but why are you going to dis-
card him?"
"Discard him? Why, you gooce,
am going to marry him!"
Scarlet Fever in Union City.
Fulton, Ky., Sept. 7.—It is reported
that the public schools of Union City
will be closed on account of the prev-
alence of scarlet fever and diphtheria
in that place.
giving of notes by Alexander, Jordan
or McIntyre. Otherwise it would
have grown steadi:y larger.
That this part of the mystery will
ever be cleared up is doubtful. The
matter now stands in this position:
Three men owed $685,000 to a trust
company on notes secured by collat-
eral: The trust company demanded
payment. The $685,000 was paid and
the collateral released. It is under-
stood that the collateral realized
about half of the amount and that the
cash actually put up by • Alexander
Jordan and McIntyre was a little' less
than $350,000.
In view of the fact that the loan
has been paid and that lime secrets of
the fund are confined to a few men
who are incapacitated from or refuse
to reveal complete and detailed his-
tory of the transactions, the progress
of the legislative Investigating com-
mittee in the task of disclosing the
identity of the beneficiaries of the
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For First-class Upholstering, Mat-
tress Renovating and Fine Repair-
ing. We store, pack and ship fur-
niture on short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.,
215 to 219 South Third street.
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Rooms to, it and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky and
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
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EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoN2es ar2d
FUrrzithre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
218-220 Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 303.
ANY MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a long life to earn otherwise,
by protecting his life in the North-




Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
611LIN 6RAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
GM.
--- --





Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
DR. W. C. ENBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone






Extremely bow rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the folknving
special occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congresk,, Sept 12-22, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting lines
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR., G. P. A., Was'h-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Loisisvilig, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis. Mo.




zoo Room Xotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
4 NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 29 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURI/ EAR,
ATTORNEY -AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,








EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phon max Red.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 120
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone 1692
UM.  •••int
S. W. Arnold ,
The real estate agents, has Simons
worth of city property for sale and








Office also Paiic Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
120. Both phone s88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 11. M.; I to 3 p. M., 7 to 9 P. M.
Office phone 25r, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
A. EL DA.BNEY,
- —D E N T LS T-
4 Trueheart Building.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 296 Office 251
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
•
limnitim4s ABOUT THE PEOPLEIMAN DISAPPEARED
Rose Mrcotine
KILLS INSECTS ON FLOWERS,
PLANTS, FRUITS, TREES, VEG-
ETABLES, HUMAN BODY, DOGS,
CATS, ALSO ANTS, ROACHES,
OR ANY HOUSE BUGS OF VER-
MIN. GUARANTEED TO BE
THE MOST POWERFUL INSECT
AND PARASITE DESTRdYER
KNOWN.
PRICE IOC, 25C, and 5oc.
FUMIGATORS 25c.
Being Demonstrated This Week at
McPHER.SON'S
DRUGSTORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. xlio.
Coe. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Friday Morning, Sept. 8, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
•
The Kentucky Realty Co., tog Fra-
terniss Building. Old phone 851.
Mrs: Dorian's private school will
#Peli 54Ptember Ix.
iBat lump coal 13c, nut I2C. Noble
& Yeiser. Phone 294.
Call for the "Blue School Lists"
at Harbour's Book Dept.
43cst.1ump coal 13c, nut 12c. Noble
St -Netter. Phone 294. •
pew parish house for Grace
%church Will be finished Olctober I.
, Bey your school books and sup-
,plies early at Harbour's Book Dept.
• snihe. river is rising. This was
made n/hin by the hydrant water yes-
terday.t:
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
609 r-s Broadway; Phones, Old 1434
and New 761.
. —Mr. L. C. Clark and wife, of
.North Twelfth street, have a new
boy baby.
—The K. I. T. league directyirs
•meet at Vincennes, Ind., September
24th to wind up all business.
—The dance intended at Wallace
• park pavilion by the young society
people Wednesday night was post-
poned until tonight because the floor
was engaged Wednesday.
—Word from Savannah, Ga., is
that Rev. John Jordan and wife have
a girl baby, their first born. The fath-
er was formerly pastor of the First
Baptist church here.
—There was a good rain yesterday
morniag early. It made things mud-
dy and cooled the atmosphere con-
siderable. Last evening was clear
but last night was cloudy and threat-
ening. The outlook for today is un-
certain.
—Jim Wells is now on trial at
Smithland on the charge of killing
John Hockenberry and weighting the
body down and sinking it in the riv-
er last winter. Hockenberry object-
ed to Vs'ells' attentiofi- to the other's
daughter.
—A special meeting of the council
was held yesterday morning to give
second passage to three ordinances,
one for graveling Sowell street, one
for the sale of electric light and pow-
er franchise and the other empower-
ing the •city hoards to establish a
quarantine whenever necessary.
TOBACCO BARN BURNS
W. W.. -Clyne. Tobacconist, Loses
Barn and Contents.
The tobacco barn and its contents
belonging to W. W. Clyne, a former
tobacco man of this city was destroy-
ed ;Ay fise yesterday morning on his
farm about out- mile beyond Heath
Tfrtils county.
Mr. Clyne had about six acres of
tobacco in the barn svh:ch was being
hreid...anal his loss including a new
bails Wilf he about, $t,soo with no in-
anrance.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES.
FILES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
or STORES.
\
Superintendent Egan, of the Louis-
ville division of the I. C., arrived last
night from the Falls City and is at
the Palmer.
Mtajor M. Bloom, wife and sister








ere last night from his
rip to join his wife in St.
b Carkoss and Miss May-
me Ennis Duncan, of Hopkinsville,
are visiting Mrs. J. B. Garber, of
West Jefferson street.
'Was Clara Wells, of Metropolis, is
visiting her sister, Miss Anna WeUs,
of South Third street.
Colonel Michael Griffin returned
yesterday to IsChrray after visiting his
fzmily here.
Mr. Harry Tandy got away this
morning for Frankfort.
Hon. John K: Hendrick returned
yesterday from Smithland.
Mr. Frank Peyton, of Oscar, Bal-
lard county, is in the city on busi-
ness.
Mr. Randolph Hagar, the shirt
drummer, of New York, is in the city.
Mr. Robert Phipps, of Fulton, is
here. He is the well known merchant
of that city.
Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Fineschrieber,
of Davenport, Iowa, left yesterday
for St. Louis, after visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Wallerstein, of this
city.
Mrs. Victor Voris and daughter re-
turned yesterday from a several
weeks' sojourn at Dawson.
Rabbi M. Lovitch, of Temple Is-
rael, will arrive from Cincinnati next
week to assume charge of the con-
gregation which called him last
spring. He preaches his first sermon
the evening of Friday, September 15.
Lawyer Charles Grassham went to
Louisville this morning.
Mr. and Mrs. John Waller, of Tup-
elo, Miss., have returned home after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bebout
and Mrs. Street,
Rev. David C. Wright has returned
from Lake Winona, Ind., where he
took a postgraduate course of study
for ministers.
Mrs. C. B. Hatfield and Misses
Retaiand Nelia Hatfield will return
tomorrow from visiting in Caseyville.
Mrs. George Reeve, and children,
of Union City, Tenn. are visiting
judge:D:' G. Park and wife, who are
parents of Mrs. Reeves.
Miss Carol Warren, of Calvert
City, has returned home after visiting
Mr. W. I.. Wilkerson.
Mr. Dick Tolbert, of the new Ten-
nessee river bridge for the I. C., is
here to attend circuit court.
Mrs. R. S. Mal Loon returned last
night from vislting in Cincinnati and
other points
John and Frank Donovan go to
Bourbanries, III., today to re-enter
school.
Miss Holdah Newton and Mr.
Eleck Newton, of Clarksville, Tenn.,
have returned home after visiting
Miss Helen Van Meter.
Contractor C. H. Chamblin will re-
turn today from S Louis.
Miss Carrie Ham is visiting in
Hopkinsville.
Mr. H. J. Jennings and wife have
returned from St Louis and Chi-
cago.
ENORMOUS NUMBER,
Health Officer Grit/ft Says 5,000 Cer-
tificateu Were...Issued.
Health Officer William Graves con-
tinues busy lady at his office issuing
health certificates to parties going
towards quarantined portions of the
country.
Mr. Graves stated yesterday that it
was remarkable to assert, but that he
estinrated that at least 5,000-certifi-
cates had been issued in the past six
weekb to different people. One day
one he issued nearly 3oo himself.
The task is quite a tedious one and
keeps him constantly engaged.
VOCANO MAKES MOUNTAIN
An Extensive Eruption on Saved in
The Samoan Group.
Honolulu, Sept. 77—An extensive
volcanic outbreak on ,the Island of
Savaii, in the Samoan group, is re-
ported by a vessel from Australia.
The eruption is ten miles south of
Matantu and a new mountain is cre-
ated 1,000 feet high. From the base
of this mountain lava flows several
miles. Millions of tons of lava are
be.ng thrown out of the crater. As
the lava cools it retards the flovoand
towns nearby will probably be saved.
WILL TAYLOR HASN'T BEEN
SEEN SINCE LAST
MONDAY.
Was Employed at the Mechanics-
burg Cooperage Works, and His
Friends Are Uneasy.
•
The friends of Will Taylor, of Me-
chanicsburg, are becoming Ituite un-
easy about him, as he seems to have
disappeared last Monday evening and
has not shown up yet.
Taylor is a well known man of
that suburb and works at the big
cooperage works. Monday evening
he came down into the city in his
working clothes Slid was...supposed to
come back to Mechanicsburg in an
hour or two, but as yet he has not
put in an appearance, either at his
residence or the place where he is
employed.
His family is visiting at some point
down in Tennessee where they have
been some days.
The disappearance of Taylor is
something unusual, as he Was not of
the character to be doing such with-
out notifying his friends, or saying
something of his intentions.
Constable A. C. Shelton, who is a
friend of Taylor, notified Captain
Joe Woods, of the police force, last
evening of the missing man, and the
latter has put the patrolmen to work
on the case.
CAR MISHAP.
Rowlandtown Car Jumped Track—
Farmer Tried to Knock Other
From Rails.
Car 103 on its way down town from
Rowlandtown, about 12.3o yesterday
afternoon, became derailed at the
switch near Fourth on Madison, ow-
ing to a loose side rail, and ran to the
corner of Fourth street off the track.
It was half on hour before it could
be replaced and through traffic re-
sumed on that line.
A farmer, whose name could not
be learned, had a narrow escape from
serious injury yesterday afternoon.
He was going north on Fifth street,
driving two horses to a wagon. On
reaching Broadway, the driver failed
to notice the approaching car until
he was nearly on the tract.
Only the fact that there was a very
long tongue on the wagon saved the
horses from being injured or killed.
The car struck the tongue and be-
yond a slight cut on one of the
sorses knees, no damage was done.
RAILROAD RATE LEGISLATION
--
Senator Culberson Expects ,.Both
Parties to Co-operate.
New York, Sept. 7.—Senator Chas.
A. Culberson of Texas, now in this
city, is quoted by the Times As hav-
ing expressed the belief that legis-
lation on government . regulation of
railroad rates will be enacted at the
coming session of congress.
"I th:nk the democrats of the sen-
ate, although I am not authorized to
speak for anyone but myself, will co-
operate with the republicans who
stand by the president in an effort to
secure this legislation," the senator
continued. "The home passed a bill
last season, but the senate, ow•ng
to delay in the committee on inter-
state commerce, was unable to do
anything. Those who favored delay
last season plainly stated that they
would agree to take the subject under
consideration this winter, so that it
may be generally anticipalted that
something will be done."
To Piano Buyers.
W. T. Miller received a carload of
pianos yesterday, in high and medium
grades, oak, walnut and mahogany
cases, all makes of the different Bald
win factories. If you wish to buy for
cash or on time for immediate deliv-
ery, he will be pleased to have you
call and see them. Ile is able to fur-
nlsh square, grand or upright, and
can please the most fastidious or
those who are looking for bargains.
and says from now on he will be
prepared to keep on hand a full line
of these goods, including the Bald-
win Player, as he has secured the en-
tire floor space at 52o Broadway.
Deaths in Marshall County.
The Benton Tribune of this week
announces the death of Mrs. Nancy
A. Covington, of Gilbertsrille, aged
641 which occurred Monday last, and
of Clyde Johnson, of new Hamlet,
on Thursday. The two were highly
esteemed by all friends.
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED—Office boy by Dr. Jeff
Robertson.
WANTED—A white cook at 327
Soilth Fourth street.
WANTED—Experienced millinery
saleslady. Address C. care this office.
FOR RENT—My residence at 1049
Monroe street. Possession October 1.
Chas Q. C. Leigh.
FOR SALE—Iron safe 47x36a33,
weight 2,800 pounds. Phone 723-R or'
address Cecil Reed.
WANTED—House of five or six
rooms convenient to business section,
Address B.. care Register.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms for
gentlemen within 3 blocks of Fourth
and Broadway. Old phone, 613-4.
FOR RENT—A *tore bowie and
residence above, at 1103 South Third
street. Apply at 705 Kentucky
avenue.
STRAYED—A black muley cow.
$5 reward for return or information
as to whereabouts. E. S. Zeller, 431
South Sixth street.
FOR RENT—New seven-room
house on Doti-main avenue. All mod-
ern conveniences. Apply to F. F.
Davis, News-Democrat.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of building on werner Th,ird
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor suitable for business of-
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
Marne:nen, Jr.
WANTED—Men to learn the bar-
ber.trade. We originated this short
method df teaching in I8o3. Have
successful graduates everywhere.
Board included if desired. Littre ex-
pense, positions waiting. Catalogue
mailed free. Mole Barber Cortege,
St. Louis. Mo.
FOR SALE—It two-story frame,
dwelling, seven rooms, lane rem.-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wit sell on terms to suit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at




Packicah, Ky., September 1, mos.
You are hereby notified that all
persons owning, or having in their
possession, or under their control as
4 agent, guardian, or committee, exec-
utor, administrator, curator, trustee,
receiver, commissioner or otherwise,
realty, tangible or intangible person-
al property, on the isth day of Sep-
tember, are required on or before the
1st day of October to give the assess-
or a true and complete list of same,
with true cash value thereof, as of the
15th day of September, under oath,
upon forms to be furnished on appli-
cation by said assessor at his office,
and that all merchants of the city
doing business for, themselves or oth-
ers shall in like manner and in addi-
tion thereto, state the highest amount
in value of goods, wares, and merch-
andise owned or kept on hand for
sale by said merchants, daring the
three months next preceding such
15th day of September.
. Prompt attention to this will save
property owners additional cost.
STEWART DICK, Assessor.
Office Room g, City Halk
Approved, D. A. YETSER, Mayor.
Notice to Teachers.
The following teachers' meetings
will be held on Saturday, Sept. 9th:
White principals, meeting at Soo
a. m.
General teachers' meeting at 9:30.
Ward meeting conducted by princi-
pals at close of general meeting.
Colored, meeting at 2:00 p. m.
C. Pk LIEB, Supt.
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are due and payable at the
office of the company, 120 South
Fourth street. Current will be dis-




Take a look at Watts boulevard. It
will surprise you. Drive out to
Twenty-eigth and Ohio streets.
WANTED.
LABORERS AT ONCE, Sr.ss
DAY. 124 SOUTH FOURTH.
It Touches IThe Spot
THERE'S NO BEER BREWED ANYWHERE UNDER
THE SUN THAT TICKLES THE PALATE A N D
PLEASES "THE INNER MAN" LIKE
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
THE REASON WHY Iff PERFECTLY PLAIN. BEL-
VEDERE IS BREWED ?ROM THE CHOICEST SELECT
ED MALT, HOPS Arm SPARKLING PURE WATER;
SKILLFULLY BLENDED WITH BRAINS.
IT HAS TAKEN US MANY A YEAR TO LEARN HOW
TO BREW BELVEDERE THE BEER THAT SATIS-
FIES. NOW IT IS PERFECT.
Co telephone Subscribers.
THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THE FOLSOMDA.LIL
TELEPHONE CO. CAN BE REACHED BY OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
THIS SERVICE.
Anderson, Crawford- Gibson, N. A. Rules], Wm.
Albritton, E. W. Green, Dr. Rust, G. W.
Allc,ock, Oliver. Shaltoro Dr.Hodges, N. A.Barton & Parrot. Simmons, Sephous,
Pialdrze, Chas. Jones, Q. L Thomas. L
Baldtitier . It. lilason. L. H. Thomas, H. K.
Buoys ward. hlason, Dick. Thomas, Dr.
B. Monroe, J. W. Thompson, J, T.
A. Nlorphy, A. H. Tompson, It
Nestler, John. Thompson, Hazard.
Otey, Dr. Thompson, Thomas.
Otey, B. Townsend, IC M.
Parrot, Artists. V*, alters. Lee.
Pryor, J. S. Warlord, J, B.
Quisenberry, J. L. Watkins, J. T.
Rives, S. 0. Whittemore, R. W.
- WE ARE ADDING MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS TO
OM LIST. IF YOU CANNOT FIND THE ONE YOU WANT
CALL CHIEF OPERATOR.

















ende  Company's Exchange Conn 
I
Call Camp Yeiser Over





350. EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
xi:3o UNTIL a P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50,t. 11:30 to 2.
E. G. BONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL EF,TATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS.—WE FriJRNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. sod.
 411,
11111111111=1.111111mommumg•
FULL: LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL ono* BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lti
INCORPORATED.
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